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Relief at Once.
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A

perihcd ou u hill that rose steeply
abuve the clustering roofs of Maceio.
The officer knocked loudly on a small
door inset in the big gates. After some
delay it was opened. A sentry challenged.

"C'upitano San Benavides," announced
the officer, and the man stood to attention.
"Enter, my friend," said San Benavides to his ragged companion. The
latter stepped within.
The colonel's house was in darkness,
yet San Benavides rapped imperatively. An upper window was raised. A
voice was hoard, using profane lan-

guage. A head appeared. Its owner
cried, "Who is it?" with additions.
'"San Benavides."
"Chrieto! And the other?"
"One whom you expect"
Soon there
The head popped in.
The
was a light on the ground floor.

door opened. A very stout man, barefooted, who had struggled Into a pair
of abuormally tight riding breeches,
faced them.
"Can it be possible?" he exclaimed,
striking an attitude.
Dom Corria spoke not a word. The

three passed Into a lighted apartment.
De Sylva placed himself under a chandelier and took off a frayed straw hat
which he had borrowed from some oue
The coloon board the Unser Fritz.
nel, a grotesque figure In his present
deshabille, bowed low before him.
"My president, I salute you," he

murmured.

general," said Dom Corria, smiling graciously. "I knew I
"Thank you,

I
wast-l

Wright,

GEORGE

/A'

Fire

Gentleman.

Montpeller. Vt.

TOR THE YEAR ENDING DEC. 31.1£09.
81,383,401 00
Insurance In force Jan 1,1909,
39,770,11!· 00
Written In 1909,
Polices

$111,138>0 00
terminated during the year, 33,741.468 00

Insurance In force Dec. 31,190», 9
ASSETS DEC. 31,1 m
9
Deposit note*
estate
Real
Cash deposited In bank,
Cash In ofilce
BPIs receivable,

Bonds

Total assets Dec 31,1900,

LIABILITIES.
15 years expert WatchRe insurance reserve,
maker with Bigelow Losses adjusted, not yet due,
Losses reported.
Kennard it Co., Boston, Commission
and brokerage,
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Co.
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I
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What
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T?IE NEW ERA.

SWAGGERING officer and a
habited like a beggar
man
lunded unobserved at a coal
wharf, moored a ship's boat
to a bolt aud passed swiftly through
a silent town till they reached tit
closed gates of an Infantry barrack

86,414 Hi t«
7.904,33$ 00

22.000 00
Γ3,7ΐ<2 33
«9» 79
If 3,4IS 89
10,68.» 00

# 8,1*1,831 00
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Lead Arsenate for Potatoes.
You ask for reliable information regarding the use of lead arsenate in
spraying potatoes. Paris Green is not
being used as formerly, as lead arsenate
is much more effectual and remains on
the leaves during the entire season when
properly applied, is also more destructive to insect life.
The amount to be used is 4 lbs. to 50
gallons of water, to be used with tbe
regular Bordeaux formula. The Bordeaux is a fungicide. The first application of course is more expensive but two

49,178 37 applications thoroughly applied would
1,984 08 last for tbe season.—Commissioner Gil18 491 OC
9,237 7u

man.

right

the manure

spreader

over

hand spread-

may be spread thinly
and evenly. When spreading manure on
grass land I have thought it a good plan
to sow on a little grass seed and barrow
lightly.—P. II. Dow io Maine Farmer.

ing—the

manure

Back to the Farm.
Got. Hadley of Missouri has set

a

good

He has bought a farm and
will do what he can in this way to make
agriculture more popular and the cost of
living less acute. One of the leading
clergymen of this region has also bonghl
a farm—a hill farm, for such farms here
In New England come quite largely within reach of a minister's salary even nn
der the high cost of living—and he will
devote part of his purchase to the gooc
But no end
cause of forest extension.
of high example can start a wide move
mont back to the farm unless the farm
can be shown to pay better than the in
dnntries which draw people from agrl

example.

The dairy cow with a profuse flow of
78,911 T.
8.'.03,919 73 milk and a low cream test is robbing us
down the profits of tbe whole
• 8,144,831 α by cutting she eats
for
just as much highherd,
19UJ.
SUMMARY FORTIUS YEAR
79 priced feed and requires as much care
8,153,913
9
assets
admitted
Total
79 and attention as the oow that turns in
Net surplus, not Including dep. notes, *>1,381
culture.—Springfield (Mass ) Republican
311.329 71
The Baboook,
as much money.
Losses paid In 19UW,
3.· twice
7,341,204
since
organisation,
L'uses paid
as reliable,
test
other
some
or
0t
equally
Give the calves a olean lock of brlghi
mi'24
Gain In assets In 1909,
29,343 M detects these robbers; while a quick.sale olover or mixed hay every day. Yot
Gain In net surplus,
C
and stops will be aarprleed how soon they will be
Address all communications to T. H. A C.Ex •ends them where tbej belong
121
In your dairy profit·.
Plummbk, General Agents for Maine,
SMi a leak
gin to eat It,
Me.
Portland,
Street,
efcaac*
Assets to

protect policy holders,.
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Clode

was

counting house of the Hamburg

owi:

To their profoum
ed developments.
amazement the money was paid. A1
they had obtained £8,750 for a vesso:
worth about one-quarter of the sui:
they had good reason to be satisfied
it mattered not a Jot to them that tinsale was made "as from Sept. 1" or
any other date. They signed the de
sired quittance, cabled Schmidt again
to ask If Senhor Pondillo was in need
of other ships of the Unser Fritz class

daughters dressed in the
and the members of the firm Indulged height of local fashion, and Dom Cor·
that evening In the best dinner thai ria's earnest request had made them
the tiptop restaurant of Hamburg generous. The dnrk eyed, olive comcould supply.
plexioned women of Aiagoas are often
thoso
They were puzzled nest day by cer exceedingly beautiful, but few of
tain statements in the newspapers and present had ever seen a brown haired,
brown eyed, fair faced Englishwoman.
were called on to explain to a number of Journalists that the ship had Iris was remarkably good looking,
even among the pretty girls of her own
left their ownership.
lier large, limHozler, of course, had forgiven Irl· county of Lancashire.
molded nose and perfor her aloofness, and Iris, with th.r pid eyes, well
formed mouth were the domidelightful Inconsistency which rank; fectly

restore the balance Dom Corrla took
the field In persou, and Dom Miguel
Barraca hastened from Rio de Janeiro
to witness the crushing of his arch en-

sex,

SriM

her

among the many charms of he;
found that "Philip, dear." thong'
she might not marry him, was heron!;
possible companion. He. having a<
quired an experience previously lack
ing, took care to fall In with her mow!

no

word of love or

the

fleldpieee
tho girl

room

prepared

for

"Let me go there at once and change
the
my clothing. I must appear before
troops as their president, not as a Jail
bird. For the moment I leave every-

never seen

:

but before
do other than grij
a spasm of fear tlx

by night,

arm

tightly.
Under such

more

circumstances it wa
to be expected that his arm would
i-lasp her round the waist.
Hozier strained his eyes through th·
gloom to try to discover the effect oi
He
the cannonade on the gunboat.
was quickly alive to the significance
of the answering broadside. Then the
black bull grew dim and vanished. HI.·
sailor's sympathies went with the es

only

ent to the

As It was, every gun scored, though
the elevation was rather high. The
shells made a sad «mess of the superstructure, but left the engines intact
Though winged, she still could fly.

caping ship.

"She has got away! I am Jolly glad
of It," he cried. "It was a ulrty trick
to open fire on her In that fashion.
Just how they served the Andromeda
the hounds, only wo had never a gun
to tickle them up In return."
About 0 o'clock a grand review was
held in the plaza, or chief square. Dom

The second salvo of projectiles was
Again the gunners
less damaging.
failed to reach the warship's vitals.
Her commander got his own armament into action and managed to de-

molish

a

warehouse and

a

grain ele-

Then he made off down the
vator.
coast toward Rio de Janeiro.
The sudden uproar stirred Maceio
Its inhabitfrom roof to basement
Every
ants poured into the plaza.
man vied with his neighbor in yelling:
"The revolution is herel Viva Dom
Corrla!"
The one incident of a political nature in which the victor· of the tussle
on

Fernando

gfrhUcft

principal

iudliTer-

provided,

was

"But why not?" she asked, with an
astonishment that was not wholly the
outcome of regret.
"The cable does not land here, and
the transmitting stations will be closeIn
ly watched, now that my arrival
Brazil Is known. Even the simplest
form of words will bo twisted into a
significance. No, I think It

political

best to be quite candid. Until I control Pernambuco, which should be
within a week or ten days, you may
rest assured that no private cablegrams will be forwarded."
"Oh, dear, I fully expected a reply
sho said, and now that she

today!"

Interred

j""',

She wared a farewell baud,
over several miles of a rough
road and dashed up to the Ll'ieratlouist headquarters about 8 o'clock.
There was uo hesitancy about her

vainly.

cantered

movements. She drew rein lu approved gaucho style, bringing her mount
to a dead stop from a gallop.
"Where is the president?" she asked
breathlessly.
"There, senhora," said an orderly,
polntiug to a marquee opeu ou every
side, wherein De Sylva sat In confer
She eutered the
euce with his staff.
tent and uttered a little scream of de
light wbeu the president, who was
at a big table, happened to

writing
giauce at her.

L>e Sylva rose hastily,
with an amazed look on his usually
unemotional face. Forthwith the girl
fluag herself into his arms.

"Father!"

"Carmela!"
San Benavldes, whose back was
turned, beard the Joyous cries of the
reunited father and daughter. They
were locked in each other's embrace,
and the eyes of every

ing. For that

son

warships cannot pursue, and I

choose my own positions to meet
Mithe half hearted forces that Dom
In
to oppose me.
collect
will
guel
in Mafact, I and every armed man
ceio march up country this afternoon."
Iris by this time was thoroughly
frightened, and Ilozler, who read more
In De Sylva's words than was possible
in her case, was watching the speaker's calm face with a fixity that might
have disconcerted many men. Dom
Corrla seemed to be unaware of either
distress or Philip's white anthe

can

ho-

On the way tc
hovel Iris
saw a large build
lng labeled "Cass
do Correio e Tel
eg raphia." Itwai

rea-

and because

gave a
thought to him
the pallor that
changed the
bronze of bis
forehead and
cheeks into «
none

well take this opportunity of explainto you and to my other English
friends"—with the Interpolated sentence his glance dwelt quietly on Hozier nnd Coke—"the exact position locally. You see, Maceio Is α small place
and easily npprouched from the sea.
A hostile fleet could knock It to pieces
a
In half an hour, and it would be

the

present

drawn to a
pathetic and un
expected meet-

ing

poor reward for my supporters' loyalty
If my presence subjected them to a
bombardment. I have no strong defenses or heavy guns to defy attack,
and my troops are not more than a
thousand men, all told. It is obvious
that I must make for the Interior.
There I gather strength as I advance,

man

were

realized the effect of a further period
of anxiety on the Bootle partnership
she was genuinely dismayed.
"You may be sure It will not come,"
said Dom Corrla. "Indeed, I may as

and Hosier tc
breakfast w 11 b
the president al

the

meaus

saying.

Schmidt, Coke

tel

fare

the

the mental picture of Captalu James
Coke created by the many conversations in which he bad figured during
her long voyage from Southampton in
company with David Verity and Dickey Bulmer.

[το

be

I

continued.]

Mysterious
Dancing· Sailor.

The

is

This

capitul

α

trick.

The

per-

brirgs forward a cardboard
figure of α sailor, colored very brilliantly. about eighteen inches in height
The legs are in two pieces, fastened at
former

the knees aud thighs by knotted
strings, so that they can move freely.
The performer gives the figure for examiuatlon, but nothing in the way of
about

connection

the

cardboard

is

found.
lie then seats himself facing tbe audience and places the figure between

his kuees, with its feet touching the
Tbe figure will stand upright

ground.

und commence to dance In a most wonderful manner and yet can be examined at any moment
The working of the trick

simple.

The

performer

is

takes a

very

yard

black silk thread, and on going before the audience he fastens by
means of a black pin each end of the
thread to his trousers at the outer

of

<j,cl'iua">

I

wondering how many hours would
elapse before Iris' eablegiaiu readied
Verity's office, when some words
caught his ear that drove all other
considerations from his mind.
"I am sorry to say that, in my opinion, tbere is not the slightest chance
of your message reaching Etiglnud today, Miss Yorke," the president was

Corria, a resplendent personage on
horseback, made a fine speech. He
thing to you and Ban Benavldes. Let was vociferously applauded by both
tJenhor Ponâfllo be summoned. He troops and populace. General Russo.
will attend to the civil side of affairs. also mounted, assured him that Brazil
You have my unqualified approval of was pining for him. In effect when he
the military scheme drawn up by you was firmly established In the presiand my other friends. There is one dency the people would be allowed to
Is
thing—a gunboat lies in the harbor.
vote for him.
she the Andorlnha?"
"We have borne two years of missmote
In
The newly promoted general
rule," vociferated the commander
the
before
his huge stomach with both bands,
vanished
has
it
"but
chief,
and the rat-tat signified instant readi- fiery breath of our guns. We hall your
ness for action.
excellency as our liberator. Long live
"The guns will soon scare that bird," Dom Corrla! Down with"—
As the dawn was |
he exclaimed.
The fierce "Vivas!" of the mob, comabout to peep up over the sea twelve bined with the general's weight, provguns lumbered through the narrow ed too much for his charger, which
streets, waking many startled citi- plunged violently. Russo was held on
zens. A few daring souls who guessed
accidentally by hie spurs. There was
what had happened rushed off on a lively interlude until an orderly seizhorseback or bicycle to remote tele
ed the bridle, and the general was able
graph offices. These adventurers were to disengage the rowels from the anitoo late.
Every railway station and mal's ribs. When tranquillity was repostolfice within twenty miles was al- stored the soldiers marched off to their
quarters, and
ready held by troops.
Colonel San Ben
General Kusso drew up his three bat-1
avides boarded
terles ou the wharf opposite the unthe Unser Frits.
suspecting Andorlnha and endeavored
I
Ho Invited Iris,
to plant twelve shells In the locuilty of
her engine room without the least hes
itatlon. There was no thought of demanding her surrender or any quixotic
nonsense of that sort

good

bouse wbeu a young man
whom she bud seen leaving
the headquarters tent. Again be rode
like oue in a hurry, and she noted that
he emerged from α side path which
het
gave access to the lawn, Ile gave
α shurp glu ace as be passed. She received an impression of α strong face,
with stern looking, bright, steel blue
eyes, a mouth teusely set, an aspect at
once confident yet self contained. She
was sure now he was not a Brazilian,
and he differed most materially from
of

came out

anv^

Ed

liciosa—for
—a delightful goddess.
Hazier, though by no

Filled with tumultuous memories,
ber heart all throbbing at tbe proepe<t
of her father*» fortunes being restored, the Seuboru de Sylva waa entering a gate tbut led to tbe left front

8IThe

[ie lines

could
In
thunder of the artillery rolled acrcs:
the harbor, and the worn plates of the
Unser Fritz quivered under the mere
concussion.
"By Jove, they're at it!" cried Philip
"Oh!" she gasped and clung to hlin

Philip's

believe"
"Tb*y are In the
your excellency."

fired

own

position was complicated by the
arrival at Pernambuco of a. German
equadron bearing a telegraphic cartel
from the emperor. A German ship had
been seized on the high seas. Why?
And by whom? And how could
body «are? Then Brazil quivered, ft*
everv South American knows In his
of
nant features of a face that had all the heart that the great navy
Her is being created not so much to decharm of youth and health.
smooth skin, brown with exposure to stroy England as to dispute the proud
of tlie United State. that uo
sun and air, glowed into a rich crimshall ever again be
son when she found herself in the European power
on the Aineiseize
to
allowed
territory
The
so
of
strangers.
midst
many
slightly delicate semblance induced by ican continent.
So there were strenuous days an.l
the hardships and loss of rest which
at Las Flores, where
fell to her lot since the Andromeda anxious nights
to equip
went to pieces on the Grand-pero rock President de Sylva sought
and discipline his levies, and at Curu·
In nowise detracted from her appear
where President Burraca called
ance. She wore the elegant costume of gru,
to witness that De
a Macelo belle with ease and distinc- on all the gods
double dyed traitor.
tion. If she was flurried by the undls Sylvii was a
Under such circumstances It is not
guised murmur of admiration that
that a grand display of
greeted her she did not show it beyond surprising
money and audacity, backed by suudr>
the first rush of color.
British lion, shou
Dom Corrla, dragging Schmidt with distant roars of the
two elderly Britons and a
r.t
enable
her.
to
meet
Surprise
hurried
him,
to pass through
his gala attire helped to conquer her young Brazilian lady
of the Exerclto Naclonal. as
natural timidity, for the president was
Barraca had christened his follow lug
gorgeous in blue and gold.
to De Sylva s arm} of
"My good wishes are soon changed In opposition
Lest too man}
p*"l c
into congratulations, senhor," she said. liberation.
the advenbecome
overnm
I
dear
lady,
"Ah, my
young
on the ulfcl t
Joyed that you should be here to wit- ture was essayed
Early next day the travelers and
ness my success," he cried. Then, as If 2.
reached the rebel ο
he had waited for this moment, ht their guides
The young lady, who seemed
turned to the assembled company and posts
to be at home In this wild country, ut
delivered an eloquent panegyric of the
bor bon» 1»» «
Andromeda's crew and their deusa de- race urged
the equestrian powers of her
that is what he called Iris ly beyond

high

zier, for that matter, had

Tou, genera], will assume command of the army of liberation. Some
trunks were sent to you from Paris, I

hills about a hundred miles from the
seaboard. These proved that General
Russo was a valiant fighter but a poor
tactician, and that was all. Ile vas
opposed by a commander of little courage. but singular skill In strategy. lo

ΓΗΕ PIIES1DENT WAS OOBQEOUS IK BLUE
AND GOLD.

a lightning blaze leaped
somber shadows of some
buildings on the quay lower down the
river. Again, and many times again
the sudden Jets of flame started oui
Iris, or Ho
across the black water.

tail.

situated on the upper watershed of tho
There he raised his
river Moxoto.
standard, thither flocked rebels galore, and In that direction, with due
caution, President Barraca pushed columns of troops by road and rail from
Bahia, from Pernambuco and from
Macelo Itself, for Barraca held tho

There it was believed that Cap
tain Schmidt had either become a It·
natlc himself or was in touch with :
rich one. Schmidt was so well know
to them that they acted on the latte:
hypothesis.
They cabled him the.;
hearty commendation, "drew" on th·
Paris bank by the next post and awali

iuut· aud at υικ-r begin V»
Im»uc instruction* to nereral olli'er*».
i>v Sylva rejew«*d tlx· nlgiilnt; of d cunipuu. Bmmo and be conversed in low
tone·. A buzz of talk broke out tu the
tent. Carmela went out. unhitched her
tired horse aud walked to tbe bouse.
nervou*

was

sea and the wealthy and enterprising
south was strongly opposed to war,
while Dorn Corrla trusted to the mountains and drew his partisans from the
less energetic north.
In a word, De Sylva commanded
public sympathy, but small resources
Burraca wns unpopular, but controlled
the navy and part of the army. Given
such conditions, with the added absurdity that the troops on both sides were
most unwilling to face long range rifle
fire but would cheerfully hack each
other to mincemeat with knives, and
α tedious, indeterminate campaign Is
the certain outcome.
A few indecisive but sanguinary engagements were fought In the neighborhood of Pesquelra, a town In the

Suddenly

the artillery?"
"The three batteries stationed here
are with us heart and soul."
'Colonel San Bcnavldes, as chief of
the stafT. Is acquainted with every de-

vigorous English.
Ills qulnta, or country house,

not

era.

from

MUBKD.

that for "tomorrow" is perThe Spaniard's manana is so elastic that it co
ers any period of time between the
next twenty-four hours and the indefinite future. When, therefore, Doui
Sylva spoke of controlling I eruambuco before the month of September
was barely half sped he was either too
sanguine or too literal in his translation of easy going Portuguese Into

This harmless commercial item wa
read by many officials hostile to L>i
Sylva, yet it evoked no comment. II
first real effect was observable in th

bridge and uttered

rould depend on you. How soon can
you muster the regiment?"
"In half an hour, excellency."
"See that there Is plenty of ammunition for the machine guns. What of

A

haps the most popular.

branch Deutsche bank at sight Fran.
Schmidt, care German consul, Maceio.

future purpose.

"MY PBE8IDKKT, I BALUTE TOC," HK MUB-

could

CARMELA.

HONG the many words borrowed
by the Brazilians from their
{* Spanish speaking neighbors

create Englist
clothes nor bad copies of French, bui

Pondillo

She, weary of a painful self repression
cheated the frowning gods of "jus
this one night." So they looked .it th
twinkling lights, spoke in whisper
lest they should miss any tokens cr
disturbance on shore, elbowed eaci
other comfortably on the rails of the

»

CHAPTER XV.

self with gay plumage.
Philip was
hard put to it before he secured some
garments which did not Irresistibly recall the heroes of certain musical comedies popular in England.
The appearance of Iris caused some
thing akin to a sensation. The Done

J*
by Edward J

you enn absolutely rely on my promise
to send news of your safety to England at the very first opportunity."

over death Itself—and convenIt led
tion was all powerful now.
Iris away captive In the train of tho
smiling and vohftle Senhora Pondillo,
and it immersed Hozier in a tangle of
fearsome words which turned out to
be the stock in trade of a clothier.
The mere male of Macelo decks him-

the outcome of a mes
sage cabled by Doin Corrla while th(
smoke of Russo's cannon still clunp
about the quay.
It was written in German, addressed
to a Hamburg shipping firm and run
as follows: "Have sold Uuser Fritz to
Senhor Pondillo of this port as from
Sept. 1 for 175,000 marks. If approved
cable continuation and draw on Pari-

concerned

CHAPTER XIV.

For Sale.

Edgings,

L>...

Begonias, Heli-

I

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

is

Copyright,

there until order Is restored. You mu«t
come. The men'· lire·, at any rate,
would not l« worth an hour's purchase
If my opponent's force· found them
here, and 1 feel certain that one or
more cruisers will arrive off Macelo
tonight For you this excursion will
be quite a pleasant experience, and

umphs

=

Author of the "Pillar of Light,"
"The Wings of the Morning" and "The Captain of the

Kansas."

•bip· will be quit· uft and happy

to one who did not understand English:
"Andromeda lost Arrived here safely. Address, Yorke, Macelo."
Among the four people, therefore,
who entered the Hotel Grande In the
Rna do Sul there were two whose
feelings were the re erse of cheerful.
But convention Is stronger thau the
primal impulses—sometimes It tri-

By

LOUIS TRACY

You nod my otber friend* from both

draft; smoothed iwij the alight hindrance of foreign money tendered In
payment and arranged the doe dellr
l'erhape ha smiled
ery of · reply,
when ha read what she bad written.
The words were comprehensible even

--"S

Bedding Plants

F. N.

HUM

te

Also

G6e

Ç

TOHATOES

Good

NASH,

L ensed Taxidermist,

(

"

on

IfllO TBI PLOW."
|1.«S «■< w«jr.
M OO reuid trip.
Steel Steamer GOVERNOR DINGLEY CorrMpoB'leBO· on prmeOcAl ««rlccttanl topics of oar oommeroe into which «he enter·
U KMlcttwl.
Addraa· *1! coaniastcatioa* la
FULLER
and Steamer HANSOM B.
and note tbe reealt. Sboald *he be blotMuM for thl· iltpvtoeii to Hbhby O.
itillneea would perleave Franklin Wharf, Portland, week
Hammoiio, Agricultural BUItor Oxford D«» ted oat, a Snnday
for Boetcn.
vade the greatest «tuck yard· of our
mm. Part·. ■·
day· at 7 P.
cltiee. Graaa would grow in the atreeta;
Returuluc
Coneerv »g Soil Moisture.
seventy-five per cent of tbe great freight
Leave Union Wharf, Boeton, week
traîna that nuw plow the continent from
I.Mt year we had an early drouth
Portland.
for
at
7
r.
u.,
would aide track, fur
day·
Man? farmer· were obliged to putpone ocean to ocean,
at
sale
principal planting until too late lor beet reeulto there would be notbiog for tbem to do;
Through tickets on
of
railroad etatiooa.
t he corn ground lay in ridge· juat aa the fullj 50 per cent of the laborer·
on Saturplow had lelt il, with not a particle ol America would draw no pay
Freight rate· a« low at other line·.
the furrow bottoms day night; our table· would be bare of
mouture above
J. F LISCOMB, General A*eot.
which they
Following my u«ual practice, 1 harrowed the greatest luxuries with
Portland, Me.
tbe great western
a· (aat aa I plowed, and at leaet every are now covered;
thereafter. Wheo I got ready to plain·, which abe baa made bloaaom,
revert
For the Beet Varieties of
plant, there « «■ moteture in plenty. It fioaucially, like tbe rose, would
about June 4 that rain to the Indian, from whom tbey came,
,M But «"til
would
came and made it poMibl· for other· to and miiliona of proaperoua homes
None other like tbe cow.
get their ground in order. It waa iate, be destroyed.
to tail
from
nose
Is
a
not
There
thing
bu' that waa not all; the spring moisture
'i*d been leaving the rough furrowed but what is utilized for use of man. We
her hair
Oome to the Greenhouse.
fields, and it is pretty sure to be wanted use her boroa to comb our hair;
to keep the plastering on our walls; her
before the summer is over.
28th.
Plants ready May
The opening of spring usually And· skin is on our feet and on our horses1
her
the aoil saturated w:th njoiature—sev- backs; her feet are made into glue;
in eral hundred ton* to every acre. lu tail makes soup; she gives our milk, our
and her
winter and spring the rainfall is, a* a rule, cream, our cheese, our butter,
largely iq eicue* of evaporation, while in deah is the greatest meat of all nations;
The warm her blood is used to make our sugar
summer it is the other way.
winds and the heat of the sun évapora'e white; her bones, when ground, make
water from the surface of the earth the greatest fertilizer; even her paunch,
through tbe
rapidly. Besides evaporation, vast quan which she herself has put
titiee are exhaled, in the growing season first chemical process, is used for tbe
by vegetation and tree·. To replace manufacturing of tbe best white board
tins water lost at the surface, more is paper.
No other animal works for man both
continually drawn up from below. The
By day she gathers the
water level in the ground becomes lower day and night.
and capillary action, which briuge the food, and when we are asleep at night,
and manu10 Porter Street,
water to the surface, gets more and more she brings it back to recbew
feeble. A rain may come to replenish facture into all things of which I speak.
Maine. 'he supply, or a drouth may come and It was her sons that broke tbe sod in the
South Paris.
the top layeu of the soil be without settler's clearings; it washer βοηβ that
ami
men
women of I
Young
YE7ari+ûr1
the crops suffer. But drew the prairie echooner for the sturdy
" CtUlcU
character.
(Hlgli [ moisture and
goo<l
inch by inch they fought to
"chooi c'a'lusU"» i>referre«l) l« enroll at the something can be done to hold in reserve pioneer», as
PmrnilMiiOtliph Dew, X, h. Yeaagl this spring supply of water. We can prove that "westward the star of empire
U'lle·* can make arrangement* to cut expeneethe old cow grazed
keep it for our crop*, largely, if we will takes its way," and
ln half by obtaining Boanl an·) Koom Free
In the San Joaquin along behind. Who says that what we
fottUloiie paying go to the trouble.
Chance· for young men too.
$!<>.( ) to fli.OO per week secure*! for graduate». Valley, Cal., where it doee not rain in I are, we do not owe to man's best friend
23-27
W rite now !
Woods in Denver Ex.
summer, they consider that they are all —the cow?—Col.
right for a grain crop, provided there ir
Too Many Hens.
enough rain in winter thoroughly to
Ati a rule, there are too many hens on
wet the ground.
The soil should be harrowed down the farm; not too many in one sense of
smooth as fast as it is plowed. Evapora the word, but too many that have really
the age of usefulness. To be
t ion is more rapid in proportion as the passed
If a rain comes worth anything to the farmer now, the
out face is more uneven.
and puddles the surface, be sure to har- hen must either be laying or rearing a
Some hens scarcely
row just as soon as dry enough. A crust brood of chicks.
should not be allowed to form. Stirring earn the food they consume during tbe
and cake—
the soil breaks up the capillary circula- day, yet the farmer and his wife are loth
the ; tion and keeps the water from the im to part with them thinking it will not be
every
mediate surface, hence retarding evapo- long before they will begin to lay, but
constant fortune of the
ration. If a cultivated crop is planted by the time tbey commence, tbe eggs
cook who uses
on the ground, the stirring of the soil have gotten to a lower price and the
can go on for the greater part of the I bens will have consumed more food than
Do not wait for a rain, but the additional number of eggs. If bene
season.
are not laying now, or are not sitting,
keep the ground stirred.
The story is told of an Irish farmer they should be fattened and eaten on tbe
Tbe most profitable egg-proiq this section of South Jersey who worel table.
out the patience of his hired help by ducers are tbe bens that were hatched
keeping them behind the cultivators in a early in the epring a year ago, and have
They been laying since fall. In that event
corn field during a long drouth.
didn't see any good in it. But he had a tbey are entitled to a rest. The pullets
fair crop of corn, while his neighbors of last year do not always make the
The surest way
had none. By working a duet mulch on most desirable sitters and mothers, so
thesurtace, the spring stores of water each year a few older hens should be
to know its suwere made to feed the crop, whereas in I kept to do that work, but only the young
perior goodness
other cases it had escaped by évapora- I layers retained to produce tbe eggs.
is to order a
tion before the corn had needed it. To Tbe eggs to be used for hatching breedtrial sack.
get the best results, the ground should ers, however, should come from older
be left as nearly level as possible; con- bens, tbe pullets are not usually of sufsequently a weeder or a narrow-toothed ficient strength to produce good hardy
cultivator is best.
layers. For broilers, the eggs from the
Some will say that if a rain comes in pullets will answer quite as well as from
time this extra tillage will be work older bens, although a great deal of care
turown away, but it is not. The stirring must be exercised in selecting the breed.
of the soil, no matter how long before The breed of fowls which will produce
FOR SALE BY
planting it may be, how fine the surface quick-growing broilers which epring up
is, or how clean the crop, is never
quickly and fill out at the same time. A
ed labor. Tillage has been called a sub- small breed does not always make satisstitute for manure. It is undoubtedly factory broilers for market. In selectSOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
true that most soils contain enough plant ing either tbe pullets or bene and in
1&30
food for hundreds of good crops, but it culling out if it must be done, the farmis not in available form. Every time the er must use a great deal of judgment.
PARKER'S
soil is stirred, letting in the air and re- Many dollars are saved by judicious sortHAIR BALSAM
Clean*·· and bii'-iUfits the hair.
arranging the particles, some chemical ing of tbe fowls often.
lY.tnotea a huruiati» Rn-wth.
action is started and a little plant food is
Mi ver Fail· to Kestore Gray I
uru on rree itangc.
Hair to it· Youthful Color.
set free. I have made experiments to
Cure* »c*!p tliwaaa· * hair faûwf.
this effect, and it has proved to be true,
tOc.aml >1 »at PruQpw*
Some bave the impression that it is
and
this
to
so I ask every reader
plan
try
not necessary to supply grit to fowls
see if it will not be a benefit to him this which are on free range, as the bird*
summer.—C. A.
Umoselle, Atlantic will find sufficient for their needs alCounty, N. J.^ in Country Gentleman.
ready at hand. This may be true where
there is a gravel road near by to which
Does
Ensilage Keep?
Why
the fowls have free access; otherwise
200 Oxford County Farms,
Several years ago, L. A. Sweet, a not.
and Village property; a Bakery with
prominent Miunesota dairyman and lecDuring a month's time, a large flock
a steam engine and some
bnsiuess;
good
turer on silos before the farmers' in- of fowls, daily foraging over the same
ensilsure
told me that he was
suitable
space, will clear away all the
Valuable Pine Timber Lots. stitutes, not
keep as well in concrete,
from a large area. It should bo
age did
I can save you money. Come and see. stcne or brick silos, as in the round gravel
remembered that gravel or grit should
wooden ones, and that he had an expla- be sharp, so as to cut as well as grind.
HAZENS
a
few
found
he
said
He
always
nation.
round gravel will not answer
Farm and Real Estate Agency, inches of spoiled, or at least very poor, Smooth,
the requirements of the fowls, although
all
but
walls
of
the
to
Oxford, Maine.
next
ensilage
tbey probably will pick up some of this
wootlen silos, and he bad examiued after all the sharp pieces have beer
mauy. His idea was that heating the utilized. But this round, smooth maNOTICE.
ensilage is necessary to kill the mold terial will have little value, and the
has
that
he
notice
and germs, and that near the cold con- hens will not be able to digest their food
The subscriber hereby give*
Iteea
duly appointed administrator of the crete walls the heat would be drawn
properly if forced to use it.
estnte of
away so fast by the wall that it did not
THEODORE I. LOWELL late of Denmark,
So, unless the fowls can range where
and
become
given
to
decease·I,
of
heat sufficiently
In the County
Oxford,
properly there is an unlimited supply of the
All persons h iving
bonds a» the" law directs.
*
cured.
U-iti
l* *g:Unst tin· e-tate of said deceive 1 ΛΓβ I
proper sort of grit, it will be necessary
Another explanation given by a dif- to
de-l-ed to present the same for settlement, ami
provide them with a supply after a
all Indebted thereto are re<|ueited to make pay- ferent man is that carbonic acid gas that certain
length of time, no matter how
ment Immediately.
is formed during the beating process much range they enjoy. On land where
M.
DEERING.
ARTHUR
1910.
17th,
May
preserves the ensilage, preventing decay poultry bad never been kept before, a
au
and growth of mold, and that tbe neces- flock could get along for several year·,
sity of a tight wall was not so much to perhaps, with the grit whioh the fowls
keep tbe air out as tbe carbonic acid gas would Qnd at band.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
In the matter of
in.
)
The supply of grit may be obtained in
In
Bankruptcy.
GEORGE W. GORM AN. ;
It is known that a round silo, free various ways. The broken ohina and
Bankrupt. )
from corners or cracks, is necessary for
To the Hon. Clakknck Halk. Judge of the
crockery which proves a nuisance on
District Court of the United Stated for the the best results, but who has made a real
many places can be put to good use by
Maine:
of
District
demonstration as to what really causes
it into small pieces and scatpounding
W. GOKMAN of Rumford in the
ensilage to keep?
tering it wherever the hens forage.
Countr of Oxfor<l, and State of Maine, In
Farmer
the
in
Ohio
A recent writer
said District, respectfully represent*, that on
They will search for and find every piece
the 3th day of June. li*>y, he was duly ad- asked why bis concrete silo, which he that they c%n utilize.
With poultry,
judged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress «aid was tight aud had been water-proofserves as teeth, and a plentiful suprelating to bankruptcy; that he has duly sur- ed on the inside, did not keep his ensi- grit
rendered all hie property and rights of property,
ply of it results in good digestion of the
and has fully compiled with all the requirements lage well, and was assured that probably food.
Good digestion of the food will
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching another season it would be all right; but
lead to thrift in the flock and the prohi* bankruptcy.
I think that the Sweet idea of cold walls duction of more eggs.—Cor. Country
W herefore tie prays, that he m*y be decree· :
from all is correct, and bis troubles will continue
by the Court to have a full dischargeunder
Gentleman.
said
Ids
ex
late
debts provable against
UDtil the eilo is lined with wood, as was
Acts, except su<-b debts as are ex
bankruptcy
done on the Swing farm at Peekskill, N.
sucn discharge.
from
law
by
cepted
Top-Dressing Grass.
Dated this .tith day of May, Α. I». 1910.
T., where a big concrete block silo gave
most farmers are making is
mistake
A
GEORGE W. GORMAN, Bankrupt.
lined.
so
trouble until
farm maORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
Farmers should examine tbe ensilage by not applying more of the
Dis rHier or Maine, as.
careiullv around the edges, and if it ap- nure to the grass land. I have experi< <n this i-ith day of May, A. D. 1910, on readmented some with top-dressing and am
pears of! in any way, taste and see if it
ing the foregoing petition. It Is
non- fully convinced that it is a profitable
is
a
feed.
Wood
for
is
fit
good
be
had
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing
our maA. D. conductor of heat and oold, so that the way to use a liberal share of
upon the same on the 17th day of June,
Die
next to the walls is little nure.
1910, before said Court at 1'ortland, In said
temperature
trlcl. at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
A farmer that has never applied any
different from that iu tbe center, at
notice thereof be published In The Oxford Demand curing manure to grass land will be somewhat
and least during the
said
District,
In
heating
a
ocrat,
newspaper printed
of the bay crop,
that all known creditors, and other persons In stage, and even during the cold northern surprised at the increase
When I first commenced farmInterest, may appear at the said time and place, winters little trouble is experienced in thereby.
the
and show cause, if any they have, why
ing it seemed to me almost like a waste
not be granted. wooden silos having two-inch staves.
prayer of said petitioner should
land with
And It Is further Ordered bv the Court, that the
Tbe principal features of a good wood- of manure to top-dress grass
Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors
It must be it, but in later years I have become conen silo are the following:
addressed
this
and
order,
said
of
petition
copies
round, or nearly so, to avoid all corners. vinced to the contrary.
to them at their places of residence as stated.
If all grass land was kept in good
Witness the Mon. ClakjîXCE IIalk. Judge 2.
It should have a convenient set of
Portat
of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
doors or openings, practically continu- tilth by frequent and light application*
land, In «aid District, on the âtth day of May.
be of manure, there would be a much
ous, and so arranged that they cannot
A. D. 1910.
JAMES K. HEW ET, Clerk,
the pressure of the hoops, heavier sod to turn under when it be„S.]
by
pinched
it up; contrue copy of petition and order thereon.
and are easily removed or replaced. 3. comes desirable to break
Attest -JAMES K. HEWKY, Clerk.
there would be less need of
Strong hooping to keep the silo tight sequently
coat of manure on to
and prevent bursting or blowing down. hauling a heavy
It is no doabt
ORGANIZED 1829.
4. Tight joints, made by beveling to the soft plowed ground.
coat of manure to
Annual Statement of the
circle and matohing. Tbe tight joints better to apply a light
rather than a heavy
of staves and door· at all points are tbe land frequently,
Vermont flutual
intervals anyway; and
most essential of all —Cor. Country coat at longer
here is on· of the advantages of
Insurance
Ftr«t Clui Far·

belias,

Dentist
4Τ

Eastern Steamship Company.

(he Cow.
Onuid and noble brat·, of all mu'*
animal friend· abe U tbe greatest To
bar we owe the most; examine into all
tbe different ramification* and channel·

Eulogy

AMONG THE FAMEES.

boxes, Geraniums, Lo- J
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particularly

un-
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most

taut. When plating the sailor ou tho
tloor he puts It in such a position that
the slits (wh'ch should be bcut back
slightly) are caught on the thread. The
can
operator by gently moving his legs
cause

the figure to dance briskly.

Tho Mail, a Jolly Game.
The party is seated In two rows, >' *·^
lng each ether down the room. One
a chair and bepersou is left without
lie holds a piece of
comes postman,
asks each persou
paper and pencil and
to take the name of h town, American
or foreign, which he writes down.
When every one is seated the postman calls out, "The mall is going be-

charming timidity,

When he says, "The general
seats.
mail is going out," all change seats at
once, and iu the scramble the postman
usually se> ures one. but as there is always one chair less thau the number
of players, somebody is left out, who
then becoues postman.
Any "town" not answering to
name pays a forfeit.

I te

The Game of Menagerie.
To prepare for the menagerie game,
get u blackboard or a number of large
sheets of wrapping paper and write
on some numbered slips of paper the
of the dlfl'ereut animals you see
at the menagerie, such as bear, elephant, camel, turtle, seal.
names

Distribute these slips among your
friends when they arrive, and tell
them that they are to go In turn to the
blackboard and draw a picture of the
animal whose name is on their slip·.
When the picture Is finished the other
children raust write down what they
think the drawing is supposed to represent. Whoever guesses the most corA variation of this game Is to have

:he animals out of wax.

Blowing the Cork.

Take an empty bo'tle and a cork
juiall enough to fall rigl't down Into
it. Lay the bottle on its side <ind Just
put the cork In Its mouth. Now ask
your friends to come and blow the
It looks quit·
:ork into the bottle.
easy, of course, but as a matter of
fact the cork Instead of going Into the
bottle wten It is blown upon cornea

"You have come to bring me luck, out. The reason is that some of tho
Carmela meu," said De Sylva, stroking air goes r.round the cork Into the bothis
daughter's hair affectionately. tle and compresses the air already
adthere, forcing the cork out The only
"Today we make our first real
Salvador and I are going to way to do it is to take a quill or some
vance.
the front now, almost this instant. other thi'i tube and blow through It
not surprising
But there will be no fighting—au affuir against the center of the cork, driving
nol
had
that she
evof outposts at the best—and when
h right lu.
thought earlier of
girl's
return
erything Is In order we shall
the necessity ol ger.
Expect us, tben, soon
"on!" she oAfli'ED. cabling to Liver"You naturally ask how I propose to here to sleep.
A Marrying Man.
at the quinta
Invol safeguard the companions of my flight after sunset. Meauwhile
and
looked
blushed
She
pool.
"Are you a marrying man?" waa
will find the young English lady
on,
went
he
you
Noronha,"
Fernando
from
untarily at Hozler.
asked of a somber looking gentleman
are awarfc
"I answer at once—by taking them of whose preseuce you
"I must send a message to my un
She 1* at a recent reception.
her
friendship.
Give
and
your
Pondillo
with me. The Senhora
cle," she said.
"Yes, fir," was the prompt reply;
her family will accompany her bus- worthy of It"
San Benavides, of course, was anx
"I'm a clergyman."
Bena
San
echoed
I"
senhora
"Adeos,
band to my quinta at Las flores. A
lous to oblige Iris In this as in ever:
his heels together wltl
special train will take all of us to the vides, bringing
other respect. He procured the requl
Talent creates a work; genius keep·
«
a click and saluting. He gathered
afternoon,
this
station
let
i
her
the
which
nearest
told
railway
cost,
site form,
the table wltl It from dylng.-Emerson.
from
of
number
a
march
I
Is
bat
papers
estate
day'·
Thence my
to a condensed version of thp origin#
the

■

_

tween New York and Londou," or any
other two towns chosen as names by
The moment he speults
the players.
the persons so named exchange seats
as quickly as possible, the postman, of
course, trying to get into one of their

*he children sit at tables and model

was there—by her side
desperately to look lovThey clasped hands.

Yes, Salvador

sits down lie stretches his

legs apart till the thread is almost

passed unnoticed

she found breath to say:
not
"And what of Salvador—is he
here?"

—striving

performer

rectly wins.

lie managed to
recover some
carmela
ehred of self conto
trol ere Senhora de Sylva was uble
answer her father's first eager quesa

knees, one end of the thread to each
leg. lie can walk about quite freely
without the thread being perceived.
The figure of the sailor has a slit made
in each side of the head in the posiWhen the
tion occupied by the ears.

healthy looking
tint of olive green

tions; then, with

HOW TO MAKE TUE SAIL01C.
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ESTABLISHED 1333.

Jhe

(Oxford

gcmocvat,

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

St

L'dllan and

FORBES,

Proprietor·.

Gkorok M. Atwood.

THE OXFORD BEARS.
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, JUN. 14,1910.

ATWOOD

Weit Parle.
Backfleld.
Bryant's Pond.
Bethel.
Weat Paris Order of the Eastern Star
The central office of the town teleMiss Jessie Harlow of Melrose, Mass.,
Lut Snnday commencement of Goald
Backfleld ChapMrs. Abble Cash- phone lines has been changed from Ν. I. entertained Bethel and
waa a
Academy began with the baccalaureate is visiting her aunt,
Swan's to the residence of James L. tera Wednesday evening. There
of T. S. Bridgbam.
sermon in the Congregational church by man, at the home
chapters being
Mrs. Lila Rawson returned from Wa- Bowker, where it will be in charge of large delegation, eight
Rev. W. C. Curtis. The sermon was
Buokfleld chapter perMrs. Pearl Muller.
represented.
terville Saturday morning.
very practical and helpful.
work an
It is announced that Fraternal Lodge, formed the work. After the
Guy 0. Gardner and wife were at Mr.
Thursday, the graduation exercises
was given, conentertainment
excellent
memorial
its
has
E.
of
over
P.,
postponed
Gardner's
Sunday.
took place in Odeon Hall which was S. L.
of readings by Mrs. Harriet FulMr. and Mrs. Henry Gauthier of Lew· service to Sunday, June 26. On that sisting
packed and many were obliged to go
ler Marble of Gorham, Ν. H., and mnaic
were calling on friends here Sun- date it will be held at the Universalist
iston
away. Programme:
church at 2 p. u. Address by Rev. C. D. by local talent. A chicken pie aupper
day.
Music.
waa served at β o'clook, and later in the
The B. H. S. base ball team suffered McKenzie.
Invocation.
ice
Frank Bartlett and wife of Washing- evening refreshments of harlequin
Music.
defeat at the hands of South Paris High
served.
Bobert Baker Thurston.
Salutatory,
D. C., are at the Ricker House for cream, cake and crackers were
a score of 5 to 12.
ton,
School
by
Saturday
Twltcholi.
Lenora
Self Culture,
«Gladys
Weat Paria Grange held an all day
There was a frost here Sunday morn- the summer.
Class £ssay, What Next?
11. The foreAnnie Hadasseh Plngree.
which did some damage to gardens
Qeorge W. Waterhouse has moved to aession Saturday, June
ing
was devoted to business, and in
noon
his
house
Bold
Advantages of Competition,
South
Paris, having lately
•Cedrlc Albert Judklne. on low ground.
the afternoon there were Children's Day
Wilson Shaw, Warren Shaw, Albert and lot here to Mrs. Snmner Sessions.
Ad trees to Undergraduates,

A. E. Forbes.
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I existing und r tb
having Its loci
Mexico, In sal
tiun and place
W. Goodwin, II
Burton
or
Oxford,
by
County
President thereun ο duly authorized by vote t
said corporation, hereby makes declaration thi
In accordance with tho vote of said corporatloi
f aid corporation 11n<le It necessary for ltî pui
watt
pones and usee In the protection of the
she·! of Thompson Hill Brook, In the Town t
1
said
brook
land
take
adjo'nlng
Mexico, to
said Town of Mexico, and being duly authorize
It
le
neccssar
whenever
land
such
to
take
law
by
for Its purposes and uses, hereby takes a part t
two certain lots of land contiguous and a>
Joining each other, viz : A part of lot No. 17 an
η part of lot No. 18, both In tho fifth range of loi
In said Town of Mexico; both within the llmll
of the water shed of Thompson Hill Broo
of water to ih
which Is a source of
Mexico Water Company; both of which lots ai
and Mar
Ε
Fr'ser
to
said to belong
Joseph
Fraser, both of Mexico In said County of Oxfon
and which lot or parcel of land Is necceear
for the purpose* of Its lncor oration, a desctli
tlon and plan of which lot or parcel of Inn
taken are ner< to attached, and made a part <
this document, and the property herei»v tike
being all situated in sal·! Town of Mexico an
County of Oxford, viz :
Commencing at a stone monnment at ill
corner of land of Henry W. Park, B. F. Vlrgl
and Mexico Water Company, thcnce runnln
N. 30 degrees, 15 minutes E. seven hundre
eighty-nine (789) feet, equalllDg47 rods 131-2 fee
t a point on the tot line of lot No. 17 in the lift
division of lots In said M xlco, being at tti
corner of what Is known as Ladd's eleven acr
field; thence N. 31 degrees 45 minutes W. tw
hundre I and thirty-one (231) feet, equalling 1
rods: thence Ν. 44 degree* 45 minutes W. tw
hundred and ninety-three (233) feet, equalling 1
roils 12 1-2 feet; thence N. 32 degrees 45 mlnuU
W. three hundred fifteen and live tenths (315.!
fe· t, equalling 10 rods 2 feet; thence N.39degre<
45 minutes W. three hundred forty six and flvi
tenths (340 5) feet, equalling21 rods; thence Ν. 1
degrees 15 minutes K. two hundred and tw* nt
(2J0) feet, equalling 13 rods 5 1-2 feet to the run y
line, between raugu 5 anil range β: thence N.
degrees 20 minutes W. twelve hundred and thl> t
(1230) feet, 74 rods 9 feet; thence 8.50degrees W
four hundred and eighty-eight (488) feet, equallln
29 rods J1-2 feet; thence 8.13 degrees B. four hui
dred and eeventy (470) feet, equalling 28 rods
feet; thcnce S. 38 degrees W. six hundred an
forty-seven (647) feet, equalling 89 rod· 31-2 fee
thence 8. t
to land of William P.
degrees 30 minutes E. four hundred and twent)
8
25
1-2
rods
one (421) feet, equalling
feet; thenc
8. 1!) degrees 30 minutes E. three hundred an
23
rods 14 1(394) feet, equalling
fcet; thence 8.89 degrees 35 minutes E. five but
dred an·! sixty-seven (567) feet, equalling 34 ro'i
6 feet; thence 8. 60 degree· SO minutes E. te
hundred and thirty-five (1035) feet, equalling fl
rods 12 feet to the point begun at.
Dated at Mexico, this first (lay of June, 1910.
MEXICO WATER CO.,
By Burton W. Goodwin,
Its President duly authorized

duly organized
of the State of Maine, and
Îioratlon
of business In
an

awe

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.
Tolophono 11B-8.

_

supply

VlrjBn;

ST Α Β I L I Τ Y
Undivided Profits and StockLiability of over $156,000.00 form
important factor in the stability of

Capital, Surplus,

holders'
a

very

THE

NORWAY
OF

NATIONAL

BANK

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Other factors are:—38 years of successful
banking; direction and management based on

principles of
sponsibility ;

conservatism and financial rethe strictest supervision ; and
frequent thorough examinations.
With every assurance of security and good
service, we invite your account

THE

NORWAY
OF

NATIONAL

ninety-four

BANK

MAINE.

NORWAY.
FOUNDED
1872

Officers

and

Directors:
O.'·. HOLT. ν-ΡΗ··ιΟ·ΝΤ.

C. N. TUBS·, PftlSIDINT.
H. D. SMITH. OASHIIR.

HEOI8TRT OF DEEDS.
Received June 10,1910, at 4 h. 20 m. P. M., am
recorded In book 314, page 156.

OXFORD, 88.

·. ·. ANDRIWe.
WALT·* L. QUAY.
L. 8. BILLINQ8,

P. W. SANBORN.

SOUTH PARI·.

ATTEST:-J. HASTINGS BEAN, Register.
By C. H., Clerk.

Goodwin, Pres. (has. N. Tatloh, Treai
OFFICE OF
THE MEXICO WATER COMPANY,
MEXICO, MAINE.

B. W.

To Joseph E. Frasek and Makv Fkasek botl
of Mexico, In the County of Oxford :
The Mexico Water Company, a corporatloi
duly established by law, having by vote of sa!<
corporation, taken a part of two certain lots ο
land, namely, a part of lot No. 17 and a part ο
lot No. 18, both In the 5th range of lots I
sali
Town of Mexico, as shown by a pUn and de
scrlptlon filed In the Registry of Weeds, In thi
County of Oxford, with this paper, which Is sup
posed to belong to you, hereby file this w ilier
statement as provided In 8ectlon 5 of Chaptei
392 of the Private ana 8peclal Laws of Maine
1909, that the still Mexico Water Company li
willing to pay as damages for the taking of thi
property described the sum of Twelve hundrec
fifty ($1230) dollars.
Dated at Mexico this 1st day of June, A. D
1910.

ATER CO.,
MEXICO
By LUCIAN W. Blaxciiabd,
Its attorney, daly authorized

OXFORD, ss,

rsoistst or dbkds.
Received June 10,1910, at 4 h. 20 m. P. M., and
recorded tn book >14, page 156.
Attest :-J. HASTINGS BEAN, Register.
By C. H., Clerk.

Eastern Steamship Company.

91.35 one wsy.
f'-t.OO round trip.
Steel Steamer GOVERNOR DINOLEY
First Class Far·

and Steamer RANSOM

B.

FULLER

TOURING CAE,
Delivered

Price, $975.00.

Ready

to Use.

INCLUDES Magneto, Top, Wind-shield, Speedmeter, Gas Lamps,
3 Oil Lamps, Tools, Tire Repair Kit.

Generator,

few more of those
famous Ford Cars that everyone is
talking about.
We have

a

Wharf, Portland, week
Sunday 8 p. κ.,
Retixmlng
If you are interested why not come in and see them Ρ Or
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, week write or
telephone us and we will be glad to come and g^e
days and Sunday· at 7 p. u.
a ride.
/
you
Through tickets on sale at principal
leave Franklin
days at 7 P. m.,

railroad stations.

RIPLEY & FLETCHER,

Freight rates aa low aa other line·.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.

->·_»

P. P. RIPLEY. Part· Hill.

Τ·Ι·ρΗθΟ·

a

"••"■-v.-

/
Agents.
South P«rU.
FLETCHER.
17«a/

H. 0.

7

~-f·'

!

V

ν

Γ

Semocrat.

lit CbctovA

I

Mr. and Mre. H. A. Hilton are
their vacation in Bingham.

ing

W. W. Ripley lost the
gray horse
which he haa been driving on the icc

SOCTH_PABIS.
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cart, Saturday morning.
The Mission Circle of the Universalis!
church will meet with Mrs. Charles

FA tUS POST Of F1CX.
Α) α. μ. ίο 7 >90 r. u.

.«mmencln* September 36, 1909,
PARU
nun LKAVE SOUTH
*

'hiKv

:50

A. M..

6.DO ρ
c*ce|>t SunUay; 4:36p.M.. Jally;
iuu lay only.
h
m.
3:35p.
9:50 A. M., itally;
u u|> west)—
ι,
? *7 P. M., dally; io .-ij a
t»: vesoept >und»y;

4i:
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Ι

f

I
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I
I

only.
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o'clock.

CMUKCHJCS.
Mrs. Mary Briggs, who has been visithur»:h, Rev. A. T. Me
servie*, 10:45 A.
Preaching
tDg her sister, Mrs. Jacob Nichols, rel'a.«t"Γ.
W
K
«jDo
P.
8.
Ç.
Y.
r ko! 11 :45a.
turned Weduesday to her home in NewChurch
K venin* service 7.00 p. m.;
p. m
Wednesday evening at 7:30 p. m. market, Ν. H.
nherwlse connected, are cordially In
\
The summer train schedule on the
ixcta. Rev T. Ν Kewlev, Panto r Grand Trunk goes into effect next Sun
rii'iiK pruyermeetin# 10:1)0 A. M.
Nothing is officially
day, the 19th.
10 45 a. M.; Sabbath Schoo
00 p. m.; known as to what it will be.
w
<·, *'<'rth League Meeting 6
claa»
7:30;
r -j-etlnfc Wednesday evening
Gore Miller of the
Rev.
Chester
Kr! îay enlng 7:30.
Kev. E. A. luvtn, Pastor, Universalist church delivered the me1
«ι Church.
8ab
a.
m.;
nachlmr service 10:45
morial sermon to the Odd Fellows at
*·; v. P. s. C. Κ. 8:15 p. m.,
vVc lm- Uy evening West Paris Sunday afternoon.
Κ
AU are
Seats free.
Frank S. Pike and family have moved
hureh, Kev Chester Gore Mûler, to Portland, where Mrs. Pike will be in
at
*un<lav
the insu ance ( dice opened by C. Ε
1ι>« service every
Y. p/c. U.
run !ay School at 12 M.
«m
1ι·.
Toi man A Co. Miss Jessie C. Toi man is
a: 7 p.*.
in the Tolman cffice here.
in
Mil % I). Bolster were
Matthew Lyons of Norway was arrestWednesday.
ed on the street Saturday night by Jailer
first
the
returned
Cole, and Monday morning, before Trial
.νley
Justice Whitman, pleaded guilty to ink from Phillips.
toxication and paid a tine of one dollar
Don't
F
:
t.
Day.
IM
ag
and c >8t*.
colors.
ihow
ι
your
f
Good Ciieer meeting Wednesday afterIT. Thayer was at home from noon at 2:30. The Good Cheer seems to
[·
rdfora few days la.-»t week.
b·: in a prosperous condition ItJIiae quite
f. Stanley of Auburn is with a lot ot work at every meeting, and at a
who
recent meeting two new members joined
be<hter, Mrs. C. W. Bowker,
the society.
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Charles A. Young is visited for a few
his nephew, William Emerson,
aud Mr. and Mrs. Colburn, of Manches-

at Denlast

days

days by

ter, Ν. H. Mr. Emerson aud Mr. Colburn are contractors doing business in
Manchester.

:>rake of South Union is a
Λ. T. McWborter's for a

I

I

I

While up to Saturday the total rainfall
B. Penfold and daughter of
in inches was nothing large, it is a fact
Pali· bave made a short visit that for
consecutive davs we have

I

I

I

eight

here.

bad suaie rain every day. Ou Saturday
daughter of Mr. and Mrs and Sunday, considerable fell. Monday
at
the
on
ν
Blake died
Friday
moruiug gives a faint, indifferent sunshine.
nine days.
>>

I

I

I
I

I

Bethel
aj N. Chapman was in
it'eml the commencement
I < ;ould Academy.

j
I

Titcomb has employment durroam vacation as bell boy at
House in Portland.

I
I

Hamltn Lodge, K. of P., expects to
Fred L
entertain Grand Chancellor
Tower and Grand Keeper of Records and
Seal Wilfred E. Ricker at its meeting
Peunesseewassee
next Friday evening.
Lodge of Norway will be present aud
work the rank of Knight.

rain put an effectuai darapMlielw of Base Ball Day, and
co games in this vicinity.
■

I

I

ι

A good children's day concert was
given at the Baptist church Sunday evening, with a large attendance in spite of

ratoa bas finished work on the
ver, and is now puttiug in a conthe house of Arthur E. Clark.

I
I

I

the bad weather and muddy roads. The
church was prettily decorated with fernarid daisies, and those who did the work
are entitled to special credit.

Κ II. Bumpus left Thursday for
to
the
The baccalaureate sermon
Man where she will spond the
Mr. Bumpus will go craduatiog class of the high school will
or as usual.
be given by Rev. A. T. McWhorter at
the Congregational church next Sunday
Dr. Gray, who has been here for
evening, June 19, at 7:30. The graduatt me overseeing repairs and changes
ing exercises of the class will be held
r house on Ilill Street, returned to
in the Universalist church on Thursday

Ι
I
I

I
I

Thursday.

u

evening following.

lay evening the Delta Alphas made

I

I
I

inannounced call on Mrs. S. C. Ordin reiuemty, and gave her a present
ance of her birthday.

I

Miss Ν*

For Breaking and
OX Ε

ot Kuxbury, Mass.,
ne Tuesday to the h. .ne of her cousin,
P. Stearns, and expects to remain
9m

Λ

B>

BOY BOUND
UAS

NOT

Entering.

OVEB AND
BEEN

ANOTHER

FOUND.

On the night of May 31st the store of
Λ Plumtner on Pleasant Street
of boys of John S Blair in IVuley
near the Grand Trunk station in South
were enter·
School
ipti«t Suno>y
Paris was entered. The door of the
the parsonage by Kev. Mr. aud
t.
rollway leadiog to the cellar had beeu
.••si'! ursday evening.
>
left open. There is a trap door at the
ib.e apple blossom, practically in top of the cellar stairs, and a barrel of
which was taken dour was standing on this. The inof a rose,
fr τη a r .meuse apple tree, is left with truders lifted bard enough on this to get
at by F. K. Witham.
the door open. AH that was missed
t
from the store was two hundred cigars.
with
was
of
Wilton
Purlin
M
In lifting the trap door one of the burtown for a short time last
a relativ
had
lost off a necktie of
glars
Blake
accompanied the "catchevidently
H weelt. M Appbia
on" style, and this started a
Ό in Wilton for a visit.
■
clue. Suspicion was directed to two
I * travH ig minstrels, gentlemen of boys, who occupied a room together in
•ji
th a guitar and the other the house where Η M. Berry lives, next
■
out his voice, did the town the
store—Arthur Tucker and Eddie
M
ipaaiaally did not carry off Lowell, perhaps more commonly known
I
t<>r their time.
A search of their room reas "Todd."
■
vealed a quantity of cigars, and a warPark
D.
Albert
f Probate
rant was issued for their arrest.
Ibe June term of Probate Court
I 1
Arthur Tucker, who is 17 years of age
and
he
and
arg last Tuesday,
■ ai
and was employed in the bakery at
cotat
their
few
a
days
;nt
I
South Paris, was arrested bv Jailer H.
I "rehard on the way.
I
D. Cole about 10 o'clock Wednesday
social body, the Western forenoon. Lowell was in a pool room at
y
I
was entertaiued by Mrs. the time, aud hearing of Tucker's arrest
e I lub,
·(
Briggs at Highland Cottage he promptly got out of town before bis
I
-lav afternoon. The full mem- whereabouts was known to the officer.
I »
of the club was present, the
In the Norway Municipal Court TuckI
I
being fourteeu. Salads in par- er was bound over in the sum of ?200.
c: arly attractive form and other re- He has not yet secured bail, but is in
ί
I Ileal lents were served, and the after- jail.
vas most eujoyably spent.
I
h rough the summer.
C A«s

■

I

I

in progress on the grand
Earle With am of Portlaud, about 18
»Ur i at the pulling ring at the county years of aire. who wan working in the
the
fair grounds. The large timbers for
Mason Manufacturing Γο.'β factory here,
from trees cut on land belong- was arrested a few days since by Deis

<

ing
b··

the agricultural society, which are
••I t-i the mill and sawed and taken
The staud will
fie fair grounds.
χ 100 feet, with a seating capacity
people. It will not be roofed
> season, but will be left open.

tective Baesett, charged with breaking
and entering the camp of Fred Marron
Lary Brook, Gilead, early in May, and

taking from it a shot gun, sweaters and
other articles to the value of ISO or more.
Πι» was taken before Trial Justice Bennett at Gilead for a hearing, and was
bound over in the sum of £>00. Bail
was not secured, and he is now in jail.

not in the habit of
'uueh talk about eggs that are
aid od our table," but this is an
cx
L. L. Jackson has a hen,
Commencement at Hebron Academy.
i to be a Khode Island Κ d,
Sunday, June 10, Baccalaureate serbas a trick of laying big eggs.
at the Baptist church, by
*r eggs are above the average size, mon 11 o'clock,
They Kev. M. Joseph Twomey, Portland.
-*.ro particularly notable.
Examinations
Juno
30,
Monday,
χ 8 inches, and al·.·> ire d 1-2
Grand concert at 8 p. m in the church by
"·
the ecale at four ounces each.
the Lotus Male Quartette, Boston.
standing the weather a good
Tuesday, June 21, annual meeting of
f 0<ld Fellows and Rebekahs the board of trustees at 10 A u
Class
Sunday afternoon for the au- Day exercises at the church at 2 P. M
: a
the
day aud decoration of
of
the
President
m
P.
At 4:30
in Riverside Cemetery, the graves Board of trustees, Hon. Geo. I). Bisbee,
'■meteries having been decorat
for the building committee will turn At(NO κ by small parties of wood Hall over to the trustees.
Address
I
of
the
rain,
'w*.
account
()q
I
>f acceptance by Hon. John D. Long,
exercises of the day were held in
the
i ι*. M., annual prize debate iu
address being given by Rev. church.
I
■ f- A. :.)avis.
June 22d, commencement
"m

icrat

is

1

I

Wednesday,

Adexercises in the church at 10 A. M
-red by her friends on the occasion dress to the graduating class by Hon.
■ «her riftieth birthday, June 9th. The Payson Smith, State Superintendent of
included a poet card Schools. Commencement dinner in SturM
I »*W,r
Reception, 8
οI over fifty birthday greetings, tevant Home at 1 o'clock.
■
Sturtevant Home.
b
■
net of tifty pinks, a box of fruit to 10 p. M
■ uf many kinds to tempt any appetite, a
Madame Scalar is Coming Home.
■ 1
«0-i.jiiet of geraniums and bridal
An announcement of much interest tn
other
aod a n'Jm^er
gifts.
of
fl
r:j 'tc
w'»bes to express her all her friends, as well as to the world
music, is that recently made, that Miss
■ thauK* |o the many friends.
Minnie A.-Plummer, daughter of Mr.
I After a long illness with cancer, Mrs. and Mrs. J. F. Plummer of South Parie,
■ ·*· Μ wife of Oscar V. Bowker, died known on the stage of music as Madame
",rne'n South Paris Friday night.
Scalar, is to come to America in the
■ Mr-s. .·· wker, whose maiden name was autumn of the
present year. She has
■ May. nnell, was 41 years of age. She not returned to America since going to
lea ν-H a husband but no children, and in
Europe for study a number of years ago,
■ Willed by a mother, a sister, and a since which time she has met with great
was
,f brothers.
The funeral
She will appear in
success as a siager.
I
"'dock Sunday, attended by
opera in Amerca.
grand
ιk
were
I Dwh, and the remains
■
9 taken to Bryant's Pond for burial.
Oxford Pomona Grange.

I

U

irbott

V

was

pleasantly re-

1*

I

rath:

I

H

I

"î·

?un,"·

j

Oxford Pomona will hold a meeting
a''v<?rt'st*d in another column, th«
«»
on Wednesdav, June 29, with Frederick
—.>sort w;ll be io session at I
I
■ "r.v. iMirg υη the 21st of June, at South Robie Grange. Program:
,he
and at Romford on thi I Opening ceremony.
work.
■ ■u!i"," ™· Purpose of securing infor- Kuut'ne
Business.
I 1
I n. ,** *^· They will meet the assess ! Music.
Crooked River Uraeire

I

■
■

Paper
Reading

f0WM at these session»
,Γ> TiT™*
look
their books and gel
over

'"information from tliom that

Music.

they

Question
be

v*

h,rI.nKh0n°,»?f

I

II

I
I

■
■

I
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I

■
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I

"How nhall vocational

Urange

tralatnar

Bea,rice Κ Swett'e 12tt j
K. Leach gave her ι
rFlor®ncebirlh,,ay
rw
The new president-general of thi
at hei
Societv of the Sons of tb<
homl *e<,ne*d»y. The party
guests wert National
ia Hon. Wiliian
Bei «
Lirai» American Revolution
Nettie
Newell,
of New York City. AmoD|
Α1'Γ·
Marble
Allen
.Clark' Mar* Abbott the members of the national committee
Κτλ Andrews and Mabe
All*,·
appointed the following froo
bought "hei be has Hoo.
Melvin P. Frank, a trnste
doll* ··
Maine:
dollies were all alike
Miiu u *\U<* r^«i*ed pretty gifts. Ic« for the Maine Society; Archie Lee Ta!
Natba
cream *a'riC9,
bot oo the flag committee, and

!Lay·
ii'^,ngle
I £2
■
■ ER-"**
η·'*Ϊ5ΘΓ;
I
I
I
I

I

Frederick Ruble

provided for In our public schoo's?"
Discussion; It taught In.what grades?
:—Oxford Grange
Paper
Music.
Addle
Brett.
Sister
Musk- In charge of

they will .mpartmorf
I nrl 'pcdentally
■
information themselves.
■

merrv
»*rry

C^e

a

Wike

party fruI11 4 to β
l''tv

Pm»'"

the
to th

'twas ι

ei*ty metnbers

Sunday School

NOMINATED BY

βτ,η,η^

at
Goold on the press committee. The
fo
nual meeting of the National Society
as gnest
1911 will be held in Louisville
tha
in
of tho Kentucky socioty. It waa
of the societ
city that the first congress
bullet!
official
assembled in 1890. The
bee
of the society of May, 1910, bas just
issued.

ο
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THE TOWN OF PABIS.

DAY'S SESSION

Κ AST OZFOBD

OF

Dr. Fred Β. Drake and wife entertained a party of twenty-one at their cottage Wednesday afternoon and evening.
A most elaborate banquet was served by
the doctor of lobsters in all forma, cake,
coffee and an abundance of oi.ber good
things. The company comprised all the
members of what was at one time the
Professional Whist Club. The company
was transported from the village boat
landing to the Hayden Cottage by Dr.
Drake's motor boat and Downing's
steamers. It was voted a most pleasant
reanion. Those present were:
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Andrews.
Mrs. Blsl F. Bradbury.
Dr. and Mr·. H. L. Bartlett.

LOCAL UNION.

Very successful and inspiring

was

j

Î

j

1911^

At the evening service, eoloe were
Alton C. Wheeler, the nominee of the !
by Miss Helen M. Barnes and Miss
sung
of
the
!
is
one
caucus for representative,
S. M. Wheeler of South Paris. Followbest known of the younger men of Paris, )
the opening devotional service, there
aud a man of high standing in the com-, ing
were two addresses, the first by Superinnative
of
a
is
32
He
age,
years
j
munity.
tendent of Schools L. M. Felch of the
of Bethel, but a resident in Paris sinco
district, on Christian
he was three months of age. He was Norway-Waterford
Education. Mr. Felch said in part:
graduated from the South Paris High : The basis of Christian education is a
School in 1S94, and from Bates College
Christian teacher, and Jesus Christ is
He taught school for some
in 1899.
the ideal teacher. Not only the words
time, in West Paris, Paris Η ill, was prinbut the life and character of the teacher
cipal of Mechanic Falls High School for are powerful in influencing the life and
a year, sub-master of the high school in
I can not require
character of the
Woburn, Mass for a year, and was that all teacherspupil.
under my charge shall

aIxSI'·

NOBWÀY.

THE

the
annual meeting of the East Oxford Local
Endeavor
Societies,
Union of Christian
which was held Wednesday in the Congregational church at South Paris. The
front of the auditorium, where the meetings were held, was made specially attractive with plants and flowers, and a
display of the Christian Endeavor emsecretary.
blem and banners. Dinner and supper
Delegates to the several conventions were served in the
vestry of the church.
Printed
were then chosen by ballot.
the number of delegates in atballots had been provided by the town While
tendance was not large, a great interest
committee, with blank lines so as to perwork was shown by all, and the
mit of making any desired changes, and in the
was made particularly interit was explained by the committee that convention
the presence and help of Mise
this was done simply as a matter of con- esting by
field secretary of the
venience, without any desire or intent Margaret Koch,
State Christian Endeavor Society.
on the part of the committee to dictate
After the arrival of the forenoon
the choice. Some half dozen tickets in
service wan
a short devotional
all were scratched as to one or two trains,
conducted by Rev. E. A. Davis of South
names, but otherwise the vote* were all
were
given a brief
del· galea
For county delegates Taris. The
cast as printed.
but cordial welcome by Miss Blanche
the total vote was 59, for state 51, and
of the society of the
for district 50. The delegations are as Barrows, president
South Paris Congregational church, and
follows:
there was a brief response by the presiTo countv convention at South Parte June 28:
Rev. M» S.
Waller L. Gray, Ν Davton Bolster, Erneet F. dent of the Local Uniou,
Cla-οπ, Fr«nk" A. Taylor, Loren B. Merrill, Howes of Mexico.
Ernest F. Shaw, Edward W. Penley, Carl P.
Repot ts were read from the larger
Dunham.
the societies which are conTo Htate convention at Augusta June 29: Wll. number of
11am J. Wheeler, James 8. Wright, Harry 1). stituent members of the Local Union,
II.
Η.
WardweU, Henry showing them to bo in good condition.
Cole. C. Howard Lane.
D. Hammond, Hiram R Hubbard, Arthur B.
Quite a portion of the business Heseiou
Abbott.
To Second Congressional District convention | wus taken up with the discussion of the
at I.ewlston June 30: Arthur E. Forbes, Jo.«eph
question which has before had more or
\. Noyé», George W. Cole. Dr. D. M. Stewart, S.
of the division of the
Porter Stearns. Olban A. Maxim, Howard D. I lets consideration,
Uuiou into two unions, one to comprise
McAlleter, Dr. F. E. Wheeler.
the line of the
The delegations were empowered to the societies on and near
Grand Trunk Railway, and the other
fill vacancies in their number.
division
The last article in the call for the those on and near the Rangeley
1
The reason for
caucus was to choose a town committee of the Maine Central.
for 1911 and 1912, and Alton C. Wheeler j the suggested change is the time and exfor travel between the
of the existing town and county
com-j pense required
mittees mentioned as suggestions com- two sections of the county. As no one
definite plan of reinu from the state committee that a! seemed to bave a
matter was
larger number should be chosen, and ; organization formulated, the
that they should begin their service im- finally laid on the table until the next
annual meeting, and a committee was
mediately after being chosen.
W. J. Wheeler moved to choose a com- appointed to consider the matter and remittee of seven, to be nominated from port at that session.
The principal feature of the forenoon
the floor, and this motion was carried.
A. Davis
The following were then nominated aud > program was a talk by Rev. E.
of South Paris, on "The Loyalty and
elected as the committee:
Comity of Christian Endeavor in Maine."
Wa'ter L. Gray.
Mr. Davis emphasized particularly that
Charles W. Buwker.
Ernett E. Field.
of the pledge requiring the Enportion
Letter H. Penley.
deavorer to support his own church, and
Chester H. Lane, Jr.
be
that two things must
declared
Howard D- McAlleter.
Ernest F. Shaw.
heeded, an intense loyalty to God-given
Alton C. Wheeler as a member of the convictions, and an intense kindness for
Given these, the cause of
old towu committee moved that the new j everybody.
committee begin its service at the close Christian Endeavor in Maine will go
of the caucus, and the motion was forward.
One other address scheduled for this
promptly seconded by Frank A. Taylor,
another member of the old committee, session had to be omitted, and this was
and was carried.
the only change from the programme as
Immediately after the caucus the com- prepared.
mittee organized by the choice of Walter
A devotional service conducted by W.
L. Gray as chairman and Lester H. Pen- C. Curtis opened the afternoon session.
were made—one on
Three addresses
ley as secretary.
It is understood that the delegates to Junior Work by Miss Kocb, one on
the county convention will support Wil- ; "How to Get the Committees to Work,"
I in m J. Wheeler for sheriff, but that by Rev. H. L. Hanson of Rumford, and a
otherwise they are unpledged.
specially earnest talk on "Missions in the
Christian Endeavor Society," by Rev. J.
G. Fisher of Mexico.
As soon as the caucus had adjourned,
Miss Koch conducted a question box,
the other caucus, to nominate a repre-1 and a
variety of subjects were considersentative to the legislature from the1 ed.
class towns of Paris, Buckfield and MilThe last of the afternoon session was
ton Plantation, was called to order by devoted to a mass meeting of Juniors,
Mr. Atwood, in the absence of N. D. conducted
by Miss Koch. A good numBolster, the Paris member of the district ι ber of boys and girls from the junior
the
committee, who was out of town for
societies connected with the Ccngregaday. Arthur E. Forbes was choeen j gational, Baptist and Methodist churches
H.
Lester
and
chairman of the caucus
i of South Paris were present for this part
Penley *ecretary.
of the meeting, and Miss Koch at once
The main business of the caucus being awakened and held their hearty intereet.
taken up, Walter L. Gray, with brief reIt was decided to hold the next meetmarks in commendation of the candidate,
of the Union at Rumford, during the
ing
nominated Alton C. Wheeler for repre- last week in June,
The officers of
sentative to the legislature, and moved the Union were re-elected as follows:
that the nomination be made by acclaPresident— Rev. M. S. Howes, Mexico.
mation. The nomination was seconded, J Vice-President—Rev.
A. T. McWhorter, South
with a few words, by George M. Atwood, Parte.
mothe
and
and by Edward W. Penley,
Recording Secretary— Mrs. M. S. Howes.
Secretary—Mrs. Margaret
Corresponding
tion to make the nomination by acclaTaylor, South Paris.
mation was unanimously carried.
Treasurer—Mrs. J. G Fisher, Mexico.
Supt. of Junior Societies—Mr». M.S. Howes.

Mr. and M re. L. H. Cu»hman.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Curtis.
Or. and Mrs. Fred E. Drake.

Mr. aud Mrs. Jas. N. Favor.
Mr. and Mrs. V. W. Hills.
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Kimball aad
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Stearne.
Mr. and Mrs Ε. F. Smith.

an

Dupre, a son.
In Norway, June 7, to the wife of Ralph Col-

Superior Equipment

lins,
In Mexico, June 5, to the wife of Adam Bankin, a son.
a

son.

and ability to relieve all eye troubles.
Ton may save yourself much dis-

by consulting us

comfort

"ΜΆΡττ

iously awaiting.

medium low out
diagonal worsted, beautifully SUITS of fine serge,
notched collar finished with cord, »
made, oollar trimmed with the same
Lined
perfectly tailored model.
•bade of moire, aoft measaline lining
throughout with light gray satin.
in the same shade. Pancy cat plaited
with
Fastens toward left side
nobby
skirt.
Colore; dark tan and reseda
three button closure. Side pleated
green. Were 925.00 now $10.50.
skirt. Colore, black and navy. Were

$13.00 now 915.00.
taffeta
The
roll collar of moire with TAILORED SUIT of fine serge.
Pleated skirt
jacket is 34 in. long, lined throughout
fine soutache braiding.
Cut semi-fitting.
with satin.
Long
with cluster pleats at eaçh side furroll collar of black moire silk ana
nished with moire covered button.
skirt
Pleated
braid.
with
trimmed
Colors; black and navy. Were 925.00
Cornea in
with cluster pleats at side.
now 120.00
navy. Were $22 00 now $18.00.

SUITS of fine French eerge,

lined, deep

experienced

Algebra,

NORWAY.

Groat White Sale

Will open Friday, June 10th, and

July 2nd.

close Saturday,

GEORGE

White Cotton Dress Goods,

Hamburgs,

Towels,
Crash,

Underwear,
Dress
White
Skirts,

Cottons,

Laces,

Bedspreads,

Handkerchiefs,

Damask,
Napkins,
Table

Pearl Buttons,

Neckwear.

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

Bargains

day

was

chartered.

Ellsworth E. Young of the Elm House
The Elm
has gone out of business.
House was closed Saturday night,
Mildred Bangs is at home from Boston
summer with her
j and will spend the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Bangs,
a paper at
j Vivian W. Hills willthehave
Maine Associathe July meeting of
: tion of Opticians at Eastport.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene F. Smith and
daughters, Elsie E. and Eleanor Α., went
to Richmond the last of the week. Mr.
Mrs.
I Smith
returned
Monday.

('

why

I

am

buy
selling

Umbrellas.

my
the same umbrella for

There

Main

91

$4.00

that I

You will find

styles

a

Clothing !

Balbirggan, Ecru, Gray, Black,
B.V.D. two-piece and Balbriggan Ecru,

25c, 45c, 50c
1-4 sleeves,
50c, 45c
25c
Boys' Underwear, long sleeve or 1-4 sleeve shirt,
25c
Boys' Underwear, long legs and knee drawers,
Medium Weight Underwear,
50c, 75c, $1.00

store like this.

Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.
special
highest demands

excellence.

You want these clothes of
comes

up to

our

as

more

TWO-PIECE UNDERWEAR.

F.

men

make

high prices.

Îeisey

who want style and good quality, the newest
fabrics and money's worth of value, you'll find what
you want in our showing of the new
You

stores,
values in this time of

Panama Hate

Norway.

CLOTHIERS.

South Parie.

This

$5

and

Straw Hats 25c to

$7.

the one

Patrician

one Price

Clothier,

On

Norway,

of

account

Maine.

graceful

another's foot.

delight

when

and
Low cuts

N.

NOW IS THE TIME TO INVEST YOUR
MONEY IN GOOD BONDS THAT WILL
NET YOU FIVE PER CENT WHILE

Boots

paris,

is now

LINOLEUMS

MAINE.

will find perpetual pleasure
No musician
from our perfect pianos.
but is
one
no
but admires them;

:

C.
SOUTH

E.

price.

TOLMAN

PARI·.

1

maine:.

&

The sale of Wall

j

ave

you money

'.COMPANY.

rn\

MAIN!

—

«

-

A new stock of

Papers

at

half-price is off.
Carpet cleaner

We have the American Vacuum

35

and l

line of

LACE CURTAINS
AND PORTIERES.

LOVERS OF MUSIC

quality

$3.50, $4.00

RUGS AND
ART SQUARES.

R.

We will give you
at the same time.

look well

ready.

for kitchen, dining room and
chambers. Are sanitary and
We have a
wear like iron.
large line. Call and see them.

treatment of a slight attack ο {
Diarrhoea will often prevent a seriou »
sickness. Tbe best known Remedy i
You
Dr. Skth Arnold's Balsam.
apothecary, F. A. Shurtlefl A Co., wai
rants It to give satisfaction.

well,

WALL PAPERS

THE

Delta Lodge, No. 153, F. and A. M., a
member of Kezar Valley Lodge, I. Ο. 0
F., and also a member and past commander of Parker Post, No. 151, G. A

Prompt

Patrician

own.

New Line of

PARIS TRUST COMPANY,

interested in the

your

to feel

well.

Large

PARIS.

pleasure
They become a positive

Dayton Bolster Co.

MARKET IS LOW.

SOUTH

a

on

Frothingham,

south

AND BETTER.

weai

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00.

W. O.

their durable

when

on

Shoes are built

HIGH GRADE SECURITIES FOR SALE
AT A PRICE TO NET YOU FIVE PER CENT

andk

Patrician Shoes constitute

service.

PARIS TRUST COMPANY

their attractiveness,

their finish, their fit
most

about Turkey Eggs'i
Bryant's Pond, Mb, June 6, 1010.

$3.

Popularity

H. B. Foster,

Who Knows

CO.,

NOYES

H.

best make.

He married Sarah Russell Stearns, wh<
died In 1904. He Is survived by sis
children, Clayton M. In Wasblngtor
state, Henry C. of Concord, Ν. H., Mrs
Geo. W. Walker, Leslie L. and Adalbert
Α., of Loyell, and Sargent A. of Boston

of the various
large stock in

a

of these than the two-piece kinds. We have
Union Suits, long legs and sleeves, 50c, $r.oo, $1.50
Union
Suits, long legs and 1-4 sleeves, $1.00, $1.50
ersey
$1.00
Nainsook Β. V. D. Union Suits,
These are sleeveless and knee length.
We sell

A store where you can buy
the best and newest ideas in meç's wear at all times.
This store is well filled with this season's productions.
You need

have

as we

our

UNION SUITS.

Norway, Main·.

Men's Good

good representation

a

and kinds at

exceptionally good
St.,

Many Kinds and

are

Styles of Summer Underwear

James N. Favor,

Editor Democrat.
Can any of the readers tell me wber<
I can get some turkey eggs?
Box 175, Bryant's Pond, Me.
and Insect biles. Soothes and allays the awft it
Itching of moaq nlto bites. 25c. ,85c.and 50c. bottle
Many Children aire Sickly.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Chlldrei ,
Break np Colds In M hours, cure Feverlshnes >)
Headache, Stomach Troubles, Teething D1 >■
orders, and Destroy Worms. At all druggistI
96c. Sample mailed TEES. Address, Alien
at β
Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. T.

Carriage

in

Supper was servDowning's steamer and that is the reason
others ask $5.00 for.

Leavitt's lake cottage.

ed at the cottage.

BLUfc

»

>>

once.

Let Me Quote You Prices

■

J

at

RICHARDS,

S.

In Rumford, June 8, by Rev. Ε. B. Barber,
Mr. Alfred S Ν. Sparks and Miss Lavlna H.
Allen, both of Bumford.
In Rumford, June 5, by Rev. J. A. LaFlamme,
Mr. John Zucoa and Miss Jane Gagnon.
In Bridgton, June 4, Rev. William Ames of
Weetport, Matte., ami Miss lola A. Walker of
Bridgton, formerly of Peru.
In Fryebu-g, at Toll Bridge, June 4, by Rev.
F. H. Reeve*, Mr. James H. Jackson of Love'l
and Miss ArMle E. Forrest of Sweden.
In Llvermore Fail·, June 4, by Rev. E. W.
Webber, Mr. Eldon G. Blsbee of Canton and
Miss Cj rena Carter of Hartford.
In Rumford, Juno 1, by Rev. G. B. Hannaford,
Mr. Burns Loggte of Rumford and Miss Maggie
Frost of Dlxfleld.
In Rumford, June 6, by Rev. Fa Rousseau,
Mr. Alphonse Bergeron and Miss Anna Martin.
in Rumford, Jane 6, Mr Maurice E. Hammond
and Mies I. Blanche Sma'l, both of Rumford.

during July

■

—.λ--':

so many have been anxa Suit you cannot afford

DOWN which
If in want of
to let this opportunity pass.

This is the

A parly consisting of Dr. K. W. Small
Richmond
and wife, cashirr of the
National Bank, J. M. Odiorne and wife,
druggist W. A. Bibber, wife and daughter Marion, and Mr. acd Mrs. Qeorge C.
Lovell, dealer in marble, granite and
SUITS of French serge and diagonals, MISSES' AND JUNIORS' SUITS of
coal, of Richmond, were the guests of
fancy striped worsted, lined through·
deep shawl collar of same shade of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene F. Smith Sunday.
SOUTH PARIS.
out with satin, notched collar, aemi·
moire with removable embroidered
The party drove across country in their
trimmed
and
crash trimming. Fastens
fitting. Pleated skirt. Colors, Oft·
autos. Mrs. Odiorne and Mrs. Bibber
Were $13.50 now
tawba and navy.
on sleeve and pocket laps with large
TUTOR.
are Mrs. Smith's sisters.
smoke pearl buttons. Colors; cadet
910.00.
for
left
Small
and
family
teacher and tutor of
Judge Jones
An
blue and reseda green. Were 920.00 MISSES' AND JUNIORS' SUITS of
Mrs.
Jonee and
Point Wednesday.
Boston and vicinity wishes to tutor on
and $22.00 now 915.00.
fancy worsted, satin lined, semi-fitting
children will remain there for the sumParis Hill, in Latin and
back, satin faced, notched collar.
mer.
Judge Jones will divide his time
made semi-fit·
Manish
of
cloth,
SUITS
and August.
Color, navy. Were 911.50 now $10.00.
between Norway and Small Point.
Died.
ting on strictly tailored lines. Deep
The June session of the Municipal
of
Address "Miss M."
notched collar. Double breasted ef- MISSES' AND JUNIORS' SUITS
Court was held at the court room on
The Oxford Democrat.
serge, semi-fitting back, lined with
Extra quality
hard buttons.
fect,
Ln South Paris, June 10, Mrs. Rose M., wife of
Skirt pleated in clusTuesday. Several new cases entered Oscar
gray Venetian.
taffeta lining. Comes in green, blue
F. Bowker, aged 41 years, 3 months, β
upon the docket and some old matters days.
ters.
Navy and grays. Were $10.00
and gray mixtures. Were $21.50 now
adjusted.
now 98.75.
In West Paris, June 10, A. R. Bucknam, aged Dandruff Cured in Two Weeks
918.00.
Merritt Welch is soon to open a ladles' 62 years.
Back.
In South Paris, June 10. Infant daughter of
or
Money
the
Block.
in
store
Noyes
furnishing
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Blake, aged 9 nays.
Mr. Welch was in trade in the Opera
The above is the guarantee F. A.
In Andover, June 3, George M. Newton, aged
House building for a time some years 66 years.
Sburtleff & Co., the druggists, are offerIn Lovell, June 4, Joslah Heald Stearns, aged
ing for Parisian Sage, the greatest of all
»Κ°·
77 years.
The committee on the Carnegie Library
In Augusta, May 20, Mies Lizzie Chesley of hair restorers.
If you bave dandruff take advantage
appointed at the annual town meeting Auburn, formoly of Oxford.
In North Norway, June S, Mrs. Abble (Cox) of this offer and kill the little dandruff
have the work in baud, it is understood,
68 years.
Bosworth,
aged
that will surely steal your hair if
and will make their report to the town
In Lcwleton, May 30. Mrs. Mary T. Otis, for- germs
as soon as the same can be conveniently merly of Grafton, aged 70 years.
allowed to continue to persistently burrow into the hair roots.
done.
The ladles of the Univerealist Circle
Parisian Sage is also guaranteed to
to
the
old
papers
etop falling hair and itching of the scalp.
shipped their car of
MAINE.
Don't accept any substitute from
mills the last of the week.
Parisian Sage is the
any druggist.
Norway Lodge, No. 1β, I. Ο. O. F., On
Disc
Cultivators,
Hoes,
Riding
observed its annual memorial Sunday
prescription of one of the
Culti- original
world's greatest scientists, and is manuJune 12th by decorating the graves of Shovel Plows, and Walking
Ο. K. CLIFFORD,
factured only in this country by Glrouz
deceased members in Pine Grove ceme- vators.
Me.
Mfg. Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.
South
Paris,
tery.
24-25
Parisian Sage is an exhilarating and
0. M. Cummings went to Medford,
visit
hair dressing; it is not sticky
pleasant
Mass., Thursday for a few days'
for
Petition
Discharge.
Bankrupt's
or greasy and it makes the hair soft,
with his grandson, Irving Thibodeau.
In the matter of
)
and luxuriant.
Arthur E. Morrison, wife, and eon,
In Bankruptcy. beautiful
GEORGE M. TUBBS,
Freeland, are stopping a few weeks at
Bankrupt. )
Cedar Lodge, Mr. Freeland Howe's cot- To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the DisNOTICE.
trict Court of the United States for the District
tage on the east shore of the lake.
Notice Is hereby given that the State Ae*e»eor*
of Maine:
The Norway Savings Bank will be
Olllce Id Frye·
the will be In session at the Assessors
M. TUBBS of Paris, in
closed Saturday afternoons during June,
on Tuesday the 21st (lay of June; Court
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, burn
on
Paris
South
In this sale we shall offer at most attractive prices,
Thursday the .23rd day
in said District, respectfully represents that House In
July, August and September.
Assessors Office In ttumrord on Frldav
of
Tho Edwin Morse farm on Crockett on the 16th day of April, last past, be was theJune;
A. M., of each
9
at
o'clock,
of
Jane,
24th
day
duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
A. D. 1910, In the County of Oxford, to
Ridge has been sold to Victor M. Whit- Congress
relating to Bankruptcy; that ho hae day,
to make a just
rights secure Information to enable them
man.
duly surrendered all his property and all
In the sevthe equalization of the taxable property
complied with
all
Children's Day will be observed at the of property, and has fully and
to
and
Investigate
said
In
County,
towns
eral
of the orders of
of said Acts
requirements
from
taxation,
26.
June
Univerealist church on Sunday,
cases of concealment of property
Court touching his bankruptcy.
of failure to assets propand
undervaluation,
is
of
of
Cornish
decreed
Warren
be
H.
Mrs. William
Wherefore he prays, That he may
liable to taxation.
by the Court to have a full discharge from all erty
GEORGE POTTI.E,) Board of
visiting her daughter, Mrs. G. A. Brooke. debts
under said
provable against his estate
State
W. J. THOMPSON, !
Rev. W. C. Stiles of New York, of the
Cotton
Acts, except such debts as are
Bankruptcy
E. St. JOHNSTON, ) Assessors.
editorial department of the Homiletic excepted by law from such discharge.
Clerk.
Pldumek,
James
D.
1910.
Dated this 20th day of May, A.
Review, will preach at the CongregaGEORGE M. TUBBS, Bankrupt.
tional church June 18, 26, and July 3d.
PROBATE NOTICES·
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
Mr. Stiles was formerly of Norway.
Toall persons Interested In either of the estates
The graduating exercises of the Nor- District of Maine, es.
hereinafter named :
In
the
On this 11th day of Juno, A. D. 1910, on readAt a Probate Court, held at Frycburg.
way High School will be held at
the ilrst
the foregoing petlUon, it is—
16.
log
June
ind for the County of Oxford, on
had
be
Opera House Thursday evening,
a
one
That
Lord
hearing
the
our
Ordered by
Court,
of June, In the year of
A. D. Tuesday
The followProgramme:
upon the same on the 1st day of July,
;housand nine hundred and ten.
1910, before said Court at Portland, ln said Dis- ing matter having been presented for the action
Music.
noand
that
It la hereby
at 10 o'clock ln the forenoon ;
trict,
Indicated,
hereinafter
Prayer.
thereupon
tice thereof be published ln the Oxford Demo- JRDBRKD :
MuMc.
In·
crat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
Marlon Anna Lafranco
That notice thereof be given to all persons
Salutatory,
Remember the date and come EARLY and OFTEN.
other persons In
be
and
all
known
that
creditors,
Universal
Language.
«rested by causing a copy of this order toOxMutlc, The
and
time
said
at
the
tho
place,
In
Olivia Lulu Llbby. Interest, may appear
three weeks successively
published
why the ford
Democrat, a newspaper published at South
The Importance and Advancement of Physical and show cause, If any they have,
Sincerely Yours,
be granted.
at a
prayer of said petitioner should not
Culture In Schools,
Paris, In eald County, that they may appear
It Is further ordered by the Court, That Probate Court to be held at Paris, on the
Raymond Estes Brooks. theAnd
Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred- :hlrd Tuesday of July, A. D. 1910, at 9 of the
Grace Eleanor Brown.
The Almighty Dollar,
itors copies of said petition and this order, ad- :lock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
M u-Ic.
to them at their places of residence as
dressed
Buck.
Volceta
Gladys
Class History.
;hey see cause.
eta ted.
The Paper Industry,
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge l· llsa Francis late of Peru, deceased; petition
Hartley Prentiss Greenleaf.
at Portseal
and
the
thereof,
said
of
the
for license to sell and convey real estate preCourt,
The Importance of Self Possession,
sented by A. E. McDonough, administrator.
Minnie Leona Upton. land, ln said District, on the 11th day of June,
A.
D.
1910.
Music.
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. S.j
Class Prophecy,
A trne copy—attest :
A true copy of peUtlon and order thereon.
Geneva Whitman Sturtevant.
j
ALBERT D. PARE, Register.
Clerk.
E.
JAMES
HEWEY,
Attest:
Oration, Subjugation of the Filipino,
O I UHta.
Donald Barrows Partridge.
Ethel Mae Brown.
Valedictory, Eeeay,
Presentation of Diplomas.
Singing Class Ode.
i Commencement ball will be given Friday evening, June 17. Stearns' Or' chestra.
it at
Balcony seats for public.
You can save money on your Carriage Umbrella if you buy
; Frank H. Noyes entertained bis Sunthe
from
C.
Wm.
at
of
factory
umbrellas
class
School
boys
The Tucker Harness Store.· I

Liver and Kidneys, purify
from a knife, gun, tin can, rusty nail, give strong nerves, bright eye·, pan
deother
nature,
breath, smooth, velvety skin, lovely com
fireworks, or of any
t
mands prompt treatment with Bucklen's plexion, good health. Try them. 50c. a
Arnica Salve to prevent blood poison oi F. A. Shurtleff à Co.'·.
healgangrene. It's the quickest, sorest
James H. Leard, a car inspector 01
er for all such wounds as also for Bn"ns,
Maine Centra), 25 years of age anc I
Boils, Sores, Skin Eruptions, Eczema, the
of Portland, waa instantl; r
Chapped Hands, Corns or Piles. 25c. ai a resident
killed at Cumberland Junction Wednes
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'s.
day. Leard was on President Tuttle'i
train bound east. He was hang
A strike of carpenters in Watervillc special
ont from a platform to see how a ho
has been settled by arbitration, the men ing
box was getting on, and waa looklni
getting an increase of wages and an backward when be was bit in the bea< j
agreement being made to refer future by a stand pipe and his skull crushed.
disagreement· to arbitration.
PERBT DAVIS' PAINKILLER
KEEP THE KINO AT HOME.
draws the pain and Inflammation from bee attni a

l

ON SUITS

eye specialist.
We are specialists in the treatment
of eye troubles and invite investigaSUITS of
tion as to onr

daughter.

In Denmark, June β, to the wife of Clayton
Smith, a daughter.
In South Paris, June 4, to the wife of Fred

"·

I

of eye troubles aod nothing will take
their place.
If there is trouble with your eyes
the sensible thing to do is to consult

Parle, May SO, to the wife of Frank C. Kimball, a daughter.
In Wilson's Mills, June 2, to the wife of Lewis
OUon. a daughter.
In Sumuer, May SO, to the wife of Carl Abbott,
In

!

"For the past year we have kept tbi
King of all laxative·—Dr. King's Nev
Life Pills—in our home and tbey havi
all our family,1
proved a blessing to of
Buffalo, Ν. Y >
writes Panl Mathulka,
Easy, but sure remedy for all Stomach *
Liver and Kidney troable·. Only 25o. ■
F. A. Shurtleff <fc Co.'s.

Many people are prejudiced agalnat
wearing spectacles because of some
foolish notion or hearsay.
Spectacles are essential to the relief

Born.

a

SPECIAL PRICES

Prejudice Against
Spectacles.

la ■ rtaeh, in
FOOT·ΚΑΜΕ»
The anUsepttc powder to shake loto your shoes.
It cores hot, tired, aching, swollen, sweating feet
and make· walking easy. Take· the sting ont of
corns and bunions.
Over 80,000 testimonials.
Sold everywhere, 23 cts. Don't accept any sub23-6
stitute.

Married.
son.

of schools in Paris for
be Christians, but of two teachers otherfour years. He read law with Hon. j
wise equal, I should always give preferJames S. Wright of South Paris, and was
ence to the Christian, and should allow
admitted to the bar in 1!·04. After being
the Christian character to outweigh some
admitted to the bar he became a law
deficiencies in the teacher.
educational
this
and
partner of Mr. Wright,
partner-1 Christian education is essential to a
when
Jan.
until
1, 1909,
ship continued
useful life. Moses, Samuel, and hosts
it was dissolved, Mr. Wheeler since being
of other characters whom we find in
in practice by himself. He is a director |
sacred and secular history, had the
and secretary of the Paris Trust Co. He
foundation of their usefulness laid in Smith and daughters will remain until
has been quite active as a Republican,
them by their ιI
the instruction given
tho first of July when the whole family
served on the town committee from Jan.
life. I believe every will
in
mothers
early
go to Capitol Island for two weeks.
1, 1905, to the present time, and is now a
man who has helped to lift the world up Mr. and Mrs. Vivian W. Hills will join
member of the county committee. Not
has received a religious education as the the
party at the island for the first two
only in Paris, but throughout the county
ι
ba^is of his life.
weeks in July.
and in other sections of the state, he has
Parents frequently say to me, "Will it
Rev. M. C. Ward of the Univcrsalist
He married Miss ;
I
a wide acquaintance.
more educapay ίο give ray child any
church preached the baccalaureate eer;
Edith H. Hayes of Auburn.
tion?" Does it pay to know the stars, mon before the senior class of the Norand the ordering of the great universe? way
High School Juue 12th.
Decision in Important Law Case.
Dees it pay to feast with the great minds ί
Mrs. Frank Kimball started on her
has
re-1
been
know
science
to
of
decision
It
A certificate
in literature? Does
pay
ι trip abroad Wednesday morning.
ceived by Clerk of Courts Whitman j and art? It does pay, if there is the
Major Bial F. Bradbury attended the
from the law court in the case of Charles knowledge of God as the basis.
officers'school of tho artillery organizaE. Hill of Browntield vs. Maine Central |
We ought to have teachers who will tion of the National Guard of the State
Κ lilruad Co. This case was tried at teach that there is a God, and that Jesus ! of Maine at Portland, June 8-11 inclusive,
Kumford in May, 1U09, and a large ver- Christ is his son. We ought to educate i The school of officers of the 2d Regt., N.
dict waH returned for the plaintiff. By man to know that be is a brother to ; G. S. M., will be held at Augusta, June
order of the law court, this will be re- every man, end that they both have one 1317 inclusive.
I
duced to $5000 or a uew trial granted.
Father.
The rescript is as follows:
l,%aJ
1 ueilûvt» IUU V/ΐιι ισιιαιι ouuuvi
Obituary.
Charles Ë. Hill vs. Maine Central Rail- I believe that the Christian fchool is
Joeiah Heald Stearns, one of the oldbe
not
You
financially
road Co.
may
necessary.
est and most highly respected citizens of
able to send your children away to a
Rescript per curiam:
died at his home—Fairview, early
This is an action on the case to re- Christian school. But you fathers and Lovell,
Saturday morning, June 4. Mr. Stearns
cover damages for the destruction of mothers can at least give up devotion to
bad been in ill health for the past two
the plaintiff's saw mill and contents in dresa and social affaire and other nonand his infirmities necessarily reBrowLtield on Feb. 23, 190S, by fire al- essentials, and put your own life into years,
tired him from active and public life.
a
that
communicated
those
by
things
legod to have been
teaching your children
He was born in Lovell Feb. 18, 1833,
locomotive of the defendant while paus- will dwell with them forever.
of General
and was the eldest sun
of
address
of
final
a
train
the
with
freight
Koch
Mine
gave
ing the premises
Solomon and Sally Heald Stearna. At
rethe
a
text
as
the
was
for
took
verdict
She
The
curs.
plaintiff the meeting.
the age of 16 his father died, leaving hitn
iu the sum of 97269 30, and the case is ply of the disciple Ananias at Damascus
with the cares and responsibilities of a
I
motion
a
called
"Behold,
biro,
court
Lord
this
the
when
before
upon
general
which he conducted for several
An illustration was farm,
for new trial.
am here, Lord."
years.
which
conand
examination
some
a
careful
ago,
years
cited, published
Upon
He was engaged in the lumber busisideration of the evidence it is
showed the miff-tree, and among its ness four
years in Pennsylvania, but reHeld, 1. That while the case is close branches members and officers of the turned to Lovell at the breaking out of
yet there is sufficient evidence to war- church and its allied organizations. the civil war, and enlisted in Company
raut the jury in rendering the verdict, When there was work to be done, they
23d regiment of Maine Volunteers.
and this court does not find it so clearly were not on the ground, but up in the H,
was commissioned First Lieutenant
He
hearers
her
miff-tree. Miss Koch urged
wrong as to justify its reversal.
of hie company, and served bis country
2. That the damages are clearly ex- to be right there when the Lord oalled
faithfully until his regiment was musterthe
in
not
was
allowance
there
Sufficient
Be
cesMive.
for work.
physically,
ed out of service.
made for depreciation in the value of fullest sense. Be there intellectually.
In 1870 he was appointed U. S. Deputy
the property especially in the machinery. Be there spiritually. No attempt will be
of Florida, and spent about two
Λ verdict for $5000 would have been made to give a summary of the address, Surveyor
on the peninsular in the di?cb»n:e
but it was an earnest and effective plea years
ample.
of his duties. His experience, ability,
Verdict set aside aud new trial grant- for devoted, faithful service on the part
and knowledge of woodcraft made hit*
ed unless the plaintiff within 30 days of all Christian Endeavorers.
services as a surveyor much in demand
remits all the verdict above the sum of
A resolution of appreciation of the
in establishing lines and boundaries in hie
life and character of the late Rev. B. S
♦5000.
native town, and surrounding country.
interest
Rideout, formerly an active and
has been correctly stated that liin
in the meetings of this It
ed
participant
to
be
seemed
of the original division of lots
A writ of habeas corpus
knowledge
th<
of
close
the
before
Whitta- Union, was passed
in Lovell, as well as all subsequent divinecessary to release Mrs. A. A.
session.
ker and her children from the Shiloh
sions, was superior to that of any otlier
man.
barkentine yacht Kingdom. Mrs. Whit
A WOMAN'S GREAT IDEA.
!
In 1883 he purchased Fairview, a large
taker has been with the Shilob colony iu
is how to make herself attractive. But
the
on
here
returned
and
and has since lived there.
Palestine,
it is bard for her to b< farm,
health,
without
the
He was a Republican Id politics, had
weak
Kingdom. She testifies that since she
A
or
form
in
temper.
face,
lovely
1 been a selectman and road commissioner
arrival of the Kingdom in Portland,
sickly woman will be nervous and ir of the town, and was postmaster at
had not been allowed to land. No one
and
Kidnrj
ritable.
Constipation
appeared to oppose her release, though poisons show in pimples, blotches, skii Center Lovell for several years.
Mr. Stearns early embraced the cause
her husband, who is one of the missioneruptions and a wretched complexion of Christianity, and became a member ol
aries of the Sbiloh colony, was much dea
But Electric Bitters always prove god
the first Congregational cburcb in Lovpressed.
send to women who want health, beaut]
and at the time of bis death was dea
ell,
Stomach
and friends. They regulate
a member ol
the blood con In the church. He was
A DREADFUL WOUND

superintendent

sat dowi
iff iD (i"od Che« Hall
Frida;
'ί tl J l,fficer* and '««cher
>
'°®Γ °f •alade' P*"try
»ce iream η
c°coa, eu·., was served, aii
η..
,ul1 s»ti»'*ction of th
Me
Dr. Geo. M. Whlbley of Portland,
waited upon b:
*w.w'ri
the American School < f
A,ter ®«PP«r games wer
a graduate of
tt e
Plavmi ».o
h0Ur thr>Ç'yrM not late
Osteopathy, Kirksvills, Mo., under
Stil I,
Kev uP
,hort tol1
made
founder of the science. Dr. A. T.
Dru g
10 the
from th » will be at rooms over Noyea'
and Ft >'
««' tint nf
lODII • Store, Norway, every Tuesday
th,
Chronic disease· a specialt; r.
" > day.
*°H *>J
\t
M.
Hours, 10 to 12; 2 to β; 7 to 9 r.
let

REPUBLICAN

CAUCUS IN

With an attendance not large bat very
interested, the Republican caucus for
Young at 3 o'clock Tuesday afternoon.
the town of Paris met at New Hall Wed·
There will be a meeting of the West- nesday afternoon. Àt five minutes after
ern Maine
Poultry Association at W. C. 2 o'clock, the assembly was called to orThayer's, Hill Street, Tuesday evening der by George M. Atwood, chairman of
the town committee.
at 7:30.
On motion of J. H. Bean, George M.
There will be a special meeting of the Atwood was chosen chairman of the
Sons of Veterans in Grand Army Hall on
caucus, and Lester H. Penley was chosen
Tuesday night of this week at 7:30

ItANO TKCXK KAIL WAT.

«

spend- Alton C. Wheeler for Representative. ! Convention of Christian Endeavorerj.

ι South

MARKET SQUARE,

Paris,

CASTORIA For Infants and Chidran.
Iks KM Yn dm Alwajs Bwglit

-

-

to sell or to let.

Maine.

Free!

Free!

-

The Land of

Free!

-

A KING KINEO RANCE.

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

Puzzledom

of Clothea.

Psychology

£"X,"0f LIX.—Spanish

«'It would take a K»n°nof
electric fan to overcomeitbeι effect ο
I belong to the school, bat not to the that costume,"
teacher.
to the
I belong to the crowd, but not to the
preacher.
to an inu>cnr»te >t»tem»ot ol .
( belong to the horse, but not to the
On the opposite side 01
nro position.
stable.
I belong to the home, but not to the the street «trotted » young
dressed in red from the tip of her >uea
table.
I belong to the store, but not to the si i pper to the tulle of her large picture
keeper.
I belong to the mower, but not to the
baa told het
reaper.
ιησ to her and now she wears it, regara
lees of time or circumstance,'' commentλ
iii sown like thfttj now
nenu
No. 946.—Charade.
|
a
mighty
power
a
tiny
thing,
first,
My
No.

945.—Enigma.

an

.Î5VS1U wbtiTp

SoTenttat

h"io„.OD.

holds.

speaks or love or public thought U
molds.
My second gives advloe to those who evil
It

meet.
80 follow It and make at

M

THE PERSON bringing the largest number
Variety
of this entire advertisement to
Store, Norway, Wednesday, November 23,1910,
at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King Kineo
Range, valued at $60.00, FREE. Ask your
friends to begin to save this advertisement
for you.

Cook in
Comfort

You no longer need wear yourself out with the weakening
heat of an intensely hot kitchen. You can cook in comfort.
that gives no outside heat. All its heat

Here is a stove
is concentrated at the burners. An intense blue flame (hotter than
either white or red) is thrown upwards but not around. AU the
none in outside heating.
heat is utilized in cooking
—

No. 947.—Novel Word Square.
If oue should be so cruel as to 1, 2, 3.
4, 5 a little child, be should make 2, 5.
4, 5. β to pacify him with an 8. 4, 0. β.
7, or some other pretty fall flower, to
atone for his 4, 5, β. 7. 8 behavior; oth-

pupils

No. 949.—Numerical Enigma.

for

LIABILITY.

Ed study fïisSubject of the psychol-

Ï

SSS
of,be

30 3 31.33-31.4.

day for

"That is
man

BOILER.
HOUSEHOLD

BURGLARY.

to

HEALTH.

"Insurance

some

that

ill

in our lines give

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

MIND!
us

a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

House Faints,
Barn Paints,

Linseed Oil,

Varnishes,

Roof Paints,
Turpentine,
Brushes.
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
and
Heath
Sherwin-Williams.
include
Milligan,
Our paints
Impervious,
THE TIME TESTED KIND.

best of all roofings.
try imitatii-ns.

Paroid Roofing—The

sizes of doors in

We sell wire screen

Wheelbarrows—We

Telephone

have

a

Don't

The kind that lasts.

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order.

Regular

nave your veranda screened in.
hinges, Ac.

stock,

cloth, spring

few first class wheelbarrows.

«,—

ι

A

Call and see them.

nd Electrical Supplies—We sell "Columbia Ignition Batteries" the
oest for automobiles and telephones.

No. 951.— Enigma.
large mouth and a small

Ridge,

<

b-rldge.

2. Have. 3. Able. 4.
Odin. 5. Coal. 6. Hare. 7. Alum. 8
11. Laid
10. This.
Axgo. 9. Undo.
16
14. Unit.
13. Ague.
12. loDa.
Yose (mite). 16. Snap.
No. 941.—Charades: 1. Con, tent,
meant, contentment. 2. Inn, o. sense.
Innocence. 3. In. glow, ra, us. Inglo-

Where conventionalities

fail to

"Here is a case in point," laughed
the Sage. "I know a young matron who
is extremely fastidious about the proprieties of dress. She is never seen at a
formal dinner or at the opera save in
evening gown. Her street costumes are
faultless. But I have seen her working
about her kitchen in a silk kimona and
She felt, moreover,
a torn silk skirt.
that she was maintaining the dignity of
her position."
"I suppose none of you would believe
me, if I told you of the wonderful effect
upon the health which different garments may have," timidly ventured the

that a woman feels no better than she
looks.
Personally I have cured more
than a headache with a bath and a complete change of garment."
"And, of course," admitted the Scientist, "we are beginning to learn the effect which colore have upon the mind
and the emotions of man. We know that
red—"
"But that is the Χ, Υ, Ζ of the subject. Start our wives and mothers at
the A, B, C of it and tbey make their
own progress," concluded the Sage.—

words: 1. Mice.

rious.
No. 942.—Easy Riddle: Cares, caress,
No.
943.—Pictured Word:
chest, nut. borsu chestnut
No. 944.—Riddle: Saeb.

South Parle.

ment.

coincide with these laws, man rebels and
often, too often woman submits."

Mental Healer.
"Whether we accept your philosophy
No. 940.—Novel Acrostic: Macaulay. as a whole or not,"
politely returned the
Crosslloratius. Claudius, Virginia.
Cynic, "we are all willing to concede

Bridget.

are. acres.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

caprice,"
the Cynic, "and are not often brought
into being by the laws of proper equip-

Key to Puzzlsdoni.
No. U37.—Beheadinfee: 1. Bl-shop. 2
S-pace. 3. Β room. 4. Car-pet.
No. 938.—Double Acrostic: Primais,
1. Meet.
Macbeth.
Fhials, tempest.
5. Ease,
2. Able. 3 Calm. 4. Bump.
tt. Toes. 7. Hart.
No. 939.-Enigma:

Horse,

Cooking School Magazine.
Hints.

Only little cold in the head may be
Why do we all not make more underthe beginning of an obstinate case of clothes of the white cotton crape and
Nasal Catarrh. Drive out the invader avoid all tbat ironing in warm weather?
with Ely's Cream Balm applied straight
If you are pulling threads in linens, or
to the inflamed stuffed up air-passages.
Price 50 cents. If you prefer to use an any goods where the threads are bard
atomizer, ask for Liquid Cream Balm. to get bold of, rnb a bar of soap, (Ivory I
It has all the good qualities of the solid always nse) over the threads, and yon
form of this remedy and will rid yon of will find that they slip easily.
No cocaine to
catarrh or hay fever.
It is a difficult thing to make a good
breed a dreadful habit. No mercury to
buttonhole in thin material. Fine white
with
Price
secretion.
out
the
75c.,
dry
embroidery cotton makes a very band«praying tube. All druggists, or mailed some
button bole in such material and
by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New
will be found to be much easier to work
York.
with than thread, and it is quite aa duraa

STANDARD

SEWING
MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER &

CO.,

South Paris.

Blacksmith Wanted
OR

Shop

to

Paroid

Roofing.

THE BEST OF ALL.

Rent

I wish to announce to the puhlic
I will either hire a first-class blacksmith or rent my shop in South Paris that I am the ONLY AGENT in
to such a one for the horse-shoeing.
Paris for Paroid Roofing.
Call
Shop centrally located and doing a and
All
get prices on this brand.

good

business.

H. P.
South Paris,

MILLETT,

May

33, 1910.

Pulp Wood Wanted.

Delivered at any station on the
Grand Trunk between Berlin ?nd
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.
J. M. DAY,
43tf
Bryant's Pond, Me.

others

are

imitations.

One of Judge Lindsay's stories is of a
poor Irishman who was arrested on the
Fourth of July for punching another
When the judge asked
man in the face.
him if he was guilty, he said "Sure,
The
that's what I'm here to find oat."
juge told him he was charged with striking a man. "But wasn't it the Fourth
>f July, and coaldn't I have a bit of
^un?" he auked. "Yes," said the jndge.
'but your right to have fun ended where
;his man's nose began."

An itinerant minister was preaching
m a very sultry day in a small room,
ad was much annoyed by those who
aaually dropped in after the service bad
ionmenced, invariably closing the door
ifter them. His patience being at
ength exhausted by the extreme opiressiveneas of the heat, he vociferated
MAINE. 1 1 ο aa offender, "Friend, I believe if I was
«reaching in a bottle, you would put the
iork in!"

FOR SALE.

farm, one mile oat from the village,
I
I see tha
telephone lice. Scenery that feed· the e(nd,
■ou have made you well
eotl that fee·)* the body. House, ell, etMd and
or
barn connected. Spring that never falls. Price
lee I" lid you take them—with
$1000 and no back talk.
ake?
Inquire of J. B. Mason, or the 0
Small
used thet*§iu
rnllea below.
J. JJ. IRISH
A 40

Doctor—Johnny,

acre

on

BuckAeld, Me., March 3,1U10.

=£

pills

agdjn.

wat#

Johnny—I

•op gun to ihoot at the oat.

^

It is an excellent plan to underscore
with inf the various ingredients in any
recipe. This makes it possible for one
to see at a glance what articles are needed, and frequently prevents one from
omitting something to which the success
of the dish is due.

Any dish in whiob dongh baa been prepared should be rinsed with cold water
before being washed, as hot water tends
to cook the dough, making it more difficult to remove. For the same reason
ran the egg beater a second or so in cold
water before putting it into the bot.
The man of the family had a bad cat
the knuokle of his finger, where it
seemed impossible to keep it oovered. A
druggist, noticing bis predicament, ask-

gave
How

with

my

ble.

aear

L. S. BILLINGS,

SOUTH PARIS.
5-1T 10 lyr.

six miles west of the harbor mouth
and half a mile east of tbe Teresa.
Her captain, Lasagas, shot himself to
avoid the disgrace of surrendering.
Ten miles farther on the Vizcaya was
She was In flames and
overhauled.

LF

|

rxf

Stop Worrying

•boot Tour liver. There la no need of rufTcrinc or of
letting the trouble to ·υ far aa to produce serious mult*.
Too can check it now. One bottle of the original old
family remedT---"L. F." Atwood'· Medicine will relier·
cure.
70α and continued ute will effect a speedy
Farminirton Fall·. Me.
"I wish to say I have used your medicine.
It it one of the best Spring and Fall medicines. It works wonderfully upon a torpid
uns. il. a. saiiink
liver.
Look for "L. F." in larre red letter* on the bottle.
dealer'·—31 cte. Write for liberal sample (o
At

was

by

shell.

killed
An-

inau

was

η

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia

fc.

and Oil

a

specialty.

Satisfaction Guaranteed,

L. M. TUFTS,

353
131 wounded.
all
Practically

SOUTH PARIS.

Nicholi St.,

the rest were
made prisoners.
The
beaten
foes were treated with the utmost courtesy.
Evaun
Captain

Captain

Mouldings s,jL.

&

Τ li e
lost
killed
and

sword

kill™· couch

and

CURE

THE

LUNC8

Dr. King's
New Discovery
wi™

imjbsuit or the

Eulate of the
coy>N.
Vlzcayn offered him in token of sub-

FOR Colds'8

mission. Cervera was received aboard
the Iowa with ail the impressive naval
honors due an admiral.
The war dragged on for months
with no further battles of any especial consequence. Porto Rico and the

srfSfe.

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONET REFUNDED.

Philippines were easily captured.
Everywhere our arms met with swift
victory. On Dec. 10, 1898, a peace
treaty was signed. Spain lost all control of Cuba, ceded Porto Rico and
sold the Philippine» to us for $20,000,000. So ended the Spanish-Amer-

60 YEAR8'
EXPERIENCE

Patents

ican war.

TRADE IVIARK»

Death, Ancient and Modern.
The art of the ancieuts would certainly seem to show that their concep
tlon of death was a much more cheer
ful one than that which has obtained
It was at one time
in later times
thought that the old Greeks and Egyptians had no artistic symbol for death
Death
but this was a misconception
was ulmost invariably represented by
The
them as the kinsman of sleep
Greeks personltled It as Thanatos. eld
The Romans
or brother of Sleep.
sometimes depicted Death and Sleep
as twin children reposing In the arms
The skull and crosxboues
of Night.
and the skeleton as emblems of death
do not appear to have become com
mon until comparatively late Christian
times. It has been suggested that the
terrible famines and pestilences which
scoiiryi'd Knrope during the middle
a^es were res|M>nxIble for the fear or
honor with which the modern mind
is usually accustomed to look upon

id to do it np for him. After wetting
the finger all about the cut with collolion, he laid a very thin layer of absorbât cotton over it; hardly more than a mighty empty."
91m of cotton was used. This be again
"Hello, Mr. Time!" said the statuette
wet thoroughly with the collodion, mak- to the clock. "How are you
feeling tong it adhere closely to the finger in all day?'
placet. The result was a pliable, water"Very much run down," said the
tight dressing tbat stayed on until pulled
)ff, and we have fonnd It equally suo- clock wearily. "I cas hardly move
my feâBdl,"
seeafal sinoe.

7

\

Designs
Copyrights Ac.

....

Anyone sending α ekctch and description may
wiu opinion
Wroivsui our
upiuiuu free whether an
quickly
qUlCKIj ascertain
Invention lu probably patentable Communie
lions itrlctly confidential. HANDBOOK onPaten.,
tent free. Oldest npency for soctinnfj patente.
Patenta taken through Munn A Co. noêire
special notice, without charge, In the
iiw

«■

Scientific JTmerkam

λ handsomely Illustrated weekly. I^mat circulation of any eclentltlc journal. Terms, IS a
rear; four months, 9L. Sold by all newsdealers.

■EMfeSSSMW
A LOW PRICE
—

Wool

dent h

Overheard In the Library.
"Say. Vnsey." said the picture on
the wall to the Sevres vase on the
mantel, "you look blue. What's the
matter with you?"
"I'm hungry." said the vase.
"I
haven't had anything in me for six
weeks uow. and I'm beginning to feel

wmmm

announce

is

now

ïEâièlSafei

SS&^¥S

^ëgSSSM?.
numlîcre'f eleven

<£fordConnty.

SHERIFF'S SALE.

in

F.^y ^
aCTtnst^rth Thousand
i« mi.!
^f^xfonf, S

"ThVtoUowiïdëâerlbed pieces and parcels

that my

ready for

to

close

out

ON

—

Carpets

odd patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Comer Main and Danforth Sts.,

NORWAY,

MAINE. I

attended to.
line of

AUTOMOBILE

constantly

on

Also

a

full

SUPPLIES

hand and for sale.

I keep a 40 h.p. car for public
service and shall be glad to take out
panies at any time.

Newton
Agent

Cummings,

for the Inter-State cars,

SHERIFF'S
COUNTY

MAINE.

HILL.

PARIS

SALE.

STATE OF MAINE.
OF OXFORD, 88. :

Miy 3rd, Λ D. 1Λ0.
Taken this third day of Mav, A. 1). 1010, on
execution «lated the foi'iiCenth day of April, A.
1). 1910, Issued on a jud ment rendered by the
Superior Court for the .ounty of Cumber'and,
at the term thereof begun ami held on the llrst
Tuesday of March, A. D. 1910, to wit, on the
fourth day of A pill, A. I>. 1910, In favor of The
Chapman National Bank, a national bankln'
association legally existing under the law oi
the United State*, located at Portland, In said
County of Cumberland, against I!et..ian Mason
of Bethel η our County of Oxford, for the sum
of Five Thousand Three Hundred seventy four
dollars and ninety-one umts, debt or damage,
and will be sold at public r-etlon, at the County
Court House In the Town of Paris In said County
of Oxford, to the high t bidder, on the eight
eenth day of June, A. D. 1910, at ten o'clock and
Ave minutes In the forenoon, the following described real estate and all the right, title and
Interest which the said Herman Mason has and
had In and I the same on the seventh day of
August, A. D. 1909, at twelve o'clock ami live
minutes In the alternoon, the time when the
same was attached on the writ In the same suit,
to wit :
The following described pieces and parcels of
land, situate In the Town of Bethel, County of
Oxford and State of Maine, Inherited as heir of
the late William W. Mason of wild Bethel, de
ceased, viz :
All the land described In » deed from Eunice
H. Mason and Ayere Mason to William >>.
Mason, dated May 11th, 1865, recorded In Oxford
County records. Book 13H, Page 380, to which
deed and record refeience la made for a more
_

particular description.

All that land described In a deed from Betsey
Swift to William W. Mason, dated Sept. tUh,
1875, recorded In said records, Book 172. Page
•200; also same property described In deed from
Guardian, to said Mason, dated
Betsey K.
Sept. «th, 1878, recorded In said records, Book
and
527
528, to which deed and record
189, l'sgee
of same reference Is made for a more particular
Κ

Swift,

description.
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fi?ml5e
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In

records. Book 1W.

described In the following
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County Reconle.
Also

land

liescribed

in deed

fr.

an

itet
·.·!»·
from
it»··!

tin
Also lease lrom A«nlrew N. SUjw·· t·
1
W. Maion, dated June l'Jth, ls75, unrei
tf.r'l
1
vi!
In
situât··
Also certain real estate
rei
Count}, being lot one (1) in Rann··
eleven (11) of the lots and range· in tli<- '> s o of
Roxbury in said County.
H. L. ELLIOTT.
Dep. Sheriff, Oxfo.-d «. inty.

SHERIFF'S SALE
anil recoru reierei

»! id uiu-ic iui ·»

u.««o

ular description; reiervlng the parcel» sold to
A. N. Stowe and Francis C. Stowe by decile
dated Auk- 13th. 188Λ. ami April 16th, 1S&).
All the land >leecribed In a deed ir.>m Calvin
Blsbee to William W. M aeon or land In Riley
Plantation, In Mild County, dated Nov. 11th,
lSN!, recorded In Book 189, Page lie, to which
deed and record reference le made for a more

particular description.
Also all the lands In the Town of Byron, In
«aid County. described In the following deeds,
viz:—Deed from Abigail J. Uodedon to »VllltHin
W.Mason, dated .June l"th, 1888. recorded In
Book 217, Page 304; deed from Charles P. Bartlettto William W. Mason dated January 9th,
1890, recorded in said records, Hook Ml, Page
330; deed from Charles P. Bartlett to William
W. Mason dated August 2»th, ls'JU, recorded In
Reserving all
eatd records, Book 216, l'âge 4f4.
lands described In said deeds, sold by said
William W. Mason, to which deeds and records
of same, reference Is made lor a more particular
description.
A Wo all the lands in the Town of Roxbury, In
said County, described In the following deeds,
viz:—Deed from William O. Mitchell to William
W. Mason, dated Kebru iry 17th, lb'.*), recorded
in said records, Book 221, Page 38»; deed from
Octavla I. Edmunds to William W. Mason, dated
May ltiih, 18:H), recorded In raid records. Book
221, Page Λ75; deed iri.m P. M. Edmunds to
William W. Ma ton, dated May ltith, 1890, recorded In said record», Book 221. Page 574; deeil
from Charles H. Phllbrook to William W. Mason,
dated May I61I1. 1»90, .e. ordtd In said Records,
Book 316, Page Sit; deed fro.n Joseph Uoodbout
to William W. Mason, dated Aup. 21, 1M89, recorded In said records, Book 2Î1, Page 75; deed
from Sewall (ioff to William W. Mason, dated
May .Hi, 1892, recorded In said records. Book 230,
Page 23ti; deed from Hiram M Cox to William
W. Mason, dated May 30, 18'«2, recorded in s*ld
records, Itook 223, Page 257. To all of these
_

deeds and records of

same

reference Is made for

particular description.
A parcel of land situated In the Town of Roxbury, deeded to I. W. Mason, Herman Mason,
frank Mason and Sarah Mason, by C. P. Bartlett by his deed of warranty, dated August 15.
18v2. recorded In Oxford Registry, Book 230,
Page 486.
A parcel of land situated In the Town of Roxbury, deeded to 1. W. Ma-on, Frank Mason,
Herman Mason and Sarah Mason by C. II. Phil·
brook et als, by their deed of warranty dated
August », 1892, recorded In Ox lord Registry,
Book 230, Page 448 or 443.
Also all the pine trees now standing and
growing on land described In a deed from AlP. Bartlett and
io Ira A. Harding to Charles
William W. Mason, dated July 25, If.*), recorded
In said records, Book 188, Page 202; said land
being situate In Auilover In said County; to
a more

deed from
Also all the land described
Mlghlll Mason to William W. Mason, dated
In
said
recorded
records,
January 24th, 1873,
Book 167, I'age 168, to which deed and record
reference Is made for a more particular description.
is made for a
Also certain parcel* of land situated In the which deed and record reference
Town of Albany, In said Oxford County, viz:— more particular description.
in said Oxford
situated
estate
real
Also certain
All the land described In a deed from John A.
lot numbered one (1} In
Plngree to William W. Mason, dated September County and beingeleven
of
the lots anil
numbered
(II)
3rd, 1873, recorded In said records, Book 168, Range
ranges in the Town of Roxbury In said Oxford
Page 6.
Also all tho land described In the following °°αη*'
H. L. ELLIOTT,
deed of land In Newrv, In ealil Oxford County,
Dep. Sheriff, Oxford County.
viz:— Deed from AndrewN. Stowe and Melvin
Stowe to William W. Mason, dated June lit, 1875,
recorded In Book 172, Page 144, to which deed
and record reference le made for a more particular description ; reserving the parcels sold to
A. N. Stowe and Francis C. Stowe by deeds
dated Aug 13th, 1885, and April 16th, 1885.
8ΤΛΤΕ OF MAINE.
All the land described In a deed from Calvin
Blsbee to William W. Mason of land In lilley COUNTY OF OXFORO, 88
Plantation, In said County, dated Nov. 11th,
May 3rd, A. D. 1910.
1886, recorded In Book 189, Page 116, to which
Taken th's third day of May, A. D. 1910, on
A.
deed and record reference Is made for a mote execution dated the fourteenth day of
1». 1910, Issued ou a judgment rendered by the
particular description.
Also all the lands In the Town of Byron, In Superior Court for the County of Cumberland,
said ounty, described In the following deeds, at the term thereof begun and held on the Unit
viz:—Deed from Abigail J. Hodsdon to William Tuesday of March, A. D. 1910, to wit, on the
W. Mason, dated June 12th, 1888, recorded In fouith day of April, A. D. 1910, in favor of The
Book 217, Page 504; deed from Charles P. Bart- Chapman National Bank, a national banking
lettto William W. Mason dated January 9th, association legally existing under the laws of
1890, recorded In said records, Book 221, Pate the United Status, loeated at Portland, in said
320; deed from Charles P. ltartlrtt to William W. County of Cumberland against I. W. Mason of
Mason dated August 20th, 1890, recorded In said Hale In our Countv of Oxford, for the sum of
records, Book 216, Page 464. Beservlngall lands Flvo Thousand Thre·? Hundred Seventy-four
described In said deeds, sold by said William W. dollars and ninety one cents, debt or damage,
Mason, to which deeds ai>d records of same, and Thirty dollars an I sixty-eight cents, costs
reference Is made fora Jiore particular descrip- of suit, ami will be sold at public auction, at the
tion.
County Couit House In the town of Paris In (aid
Also all the lands in the Town of Β îxbury, In County of Oxford, to the highest bidder, on the
said County, described In the following deeds, eighteenth day of June, A. u. 1910, at ten o'clock
rlz:—Deed from William O. Mitchell to William In the forenoon, the following described real esW. Mason, dated February 17th, 1890, recorded tate and all the right, title and Interest which the
In said records. Book 221, Page 383; deed from said I. W. Mason has and hail In ainl to the same
Octavla 1. Edmunds to Wldlam W. Mason, on tho seventh day of August, A. D. ll.<09, at one
lated May 16tb, 1800, recorded In said records, o'clock In the afternoon, the time when the same
Book 221, Page 575; deed from P. M. Edmunds was attached on the writ In tho same suit, to wit :
lo William W. Mason, dated May lfith, 1890, re- The following described pieces an
parcels of
;ordod In said records, Book 221, Page 574; deed land, situate In the Town of Bethel, county of
rrom Charles 11. Phllbrook to William W. Oxford and State of Maine, Inherited as heir of
Mason, dated May 16th, 1890, recorded In said the late William W. Mason of said Bethel, derecords, Book 216, ?age 334: deed from Joseph ceased, Tlx:—
Soodbout to Wllllrm W. Mason, dat d August
All the land described In a deed from Eunice
!Ut, 1889, recorded In said records, Book 221, H. Mason and Ay ere Mason to William W
Page 75; deed from Sewall Goff to William W. Mason, dated Mar Uth, 1865, recorded In oxford
Mason, dated May 80th, 1892, recorded in said County records, Book 186, Page 3ti6, to which
records, Book 230, Page 328; deed from Hiram deed and record reference is made for a more
M. Cox to William W. Mason, dated May 30th, particular description.
1892, recorded In said records, Book 223, Page
AII that land described in a deed from Betsey
Î57. To all of these deeds and records of same, K. Swift to William W. Mason, dated
Sept. 6th,
reference Is made for a more particular descrtp- 1875, recorded In said records, Book 17-', Page
Ion.
200; alto same property described In deed from
A parcel of land situated In the Town of Box
Betsey K. Swltt, Guardian, to said Mason, dated
sury. deeded to I. W. Mason, Herman Mason, Sept. 6th, 1875, recorded in salil records, Book
Frink Mason and Sarah Mason, by C. P. Bart- 169, Pages 527 and 528, to which deed and record
ct by his deed of warranty dated August 15th, of same, reference is made for a more particular
1892, recorded In Oxford Registry of Deeds, description.
took 230, Page 486.
Also all the land described in a deed from
Λ parcel of land situated In the Town of RoxMlghlll Mason to William W. Mason, datud
jury, deeded to I. W. Mason, Frank Mason, January 24th, 1873, recorded in said records.
ûerman Mason and Sarah W. Mason by C. H. Rook 167, Page 16", to which deed and record
Phllbrook et als by their deed of warranty reference is made for a more particular descriplated August 9th, 1892, recorded In Oxford Reg- tion.
Also certain parcels of land situate In the
stry of Deeds, Book 230, Page 448 or 443.
Also certain parcels of lana situate In the Town Town of Albany, In »ald Oxford County, viz:—
>f Andover, County of Oxford and State of All the land described Id a deed from John A.
Usine, known as the Howard and Abbott land, Plngree to William W. Mason, dated September
wing the same premises conveyed to William 3rd, 1873, recorded In said records, book 168,
N. Mason by Preston C. Howard and Henry H.
Page β.
kbbott by deed dated Oct. 7, 1882, recorded In
Also all the land described In the following
>xford County Registry, Book 202. Page 827.
deed of land In Newir· In said Oxford County,
Alio oertala land situate In the Town of Hex- tU :—Deed from Andrew N. stowe and Melrin
In

A1»3 lot 1 In Range 12, and lot 5. Ka..
-, in
1
the Town of Roxbury In said Oxford
The above described lots or parc»
land
situate in the Town of Roxbury, an·
In
,t.
eluded whether described In other i-i.t.
Also two parcels of land situate ) In ,·· lwn
t
of Roxbury, County of Oxford an.
·.(
rtn
Maine, being lots No. t: and 7 In :
to
Rang·; of lots In said town, the satm
Isrsel W. Mason by William W. V
:,y
<lee<l of warranty dated Sept. frd, 18
corde i In Oxford County record-, I'·
Page ΙΒβ.
the
Also certain parrels of land sltual·
ti l,
Town of Mexico, state and County 1
l. b·
deccrlbed In a warranty de-'d of 1.11
ards to Israel W. Mason, dated Nov»
.it:·,
1894, and recorded In Oxfonl Rcg!-tr\
'■·.:·,
the
Book 2:19, Page 434, subject to the r'
vt to
Rumfont Falls and Itangeley takes I.
cross saM Innd.
,·■!
Also another piece or parcel of lar
to
In the warranty deed of Lucius Λ
1, sn l
Israel W. Mason. date<l December l:t
reconled In Oxford Registry of Deed·,
.(·,
..,·
Page 435, subject to the iltht of wav ,r
ml
for»l Kails and Ran^elev l.akes Ita;
sold
land
■.
one
of
to
acre
reserving
le t
A Isc· a certain piece or parcel of ur :
I
el
by wai/anty »lee»l from one .1. F. Kr: 1
ftti
w. Mt.son and Henry O. Rolfe, dat··
an<l
>p1
recorded
oi
1λ»4,
December,
day
ect
Registry of Dee«ls, Book '239, Page I,
»:··· Ιί .·ι
to reservation of right of way sol i
ford Falls A Uanxeley Lakes Kallroa >
.·
te·
Also another piece or parcel of lar,
l-rwl
scrilie I In warranty <leed of J. F. Kai,.
τ
W. Mnsoii ami Henry <>. Rolfe date·!
iry ,jf
12th, 1*94, and recorded In Oxford I:
Deeds, Book 239, Page S03, and also b;. w —tnty
Mi-n
ileed of F. A. Richards to Israel "
>1 In
•late 1 December 14th, 1.S94, and r
Oxford Registry of Deed·, Book 23Ά
s
land
tint.
of
ise
Also certain parcels
Town jf Mexico,desciibe<i in a»l»·' ''""ι ι'ηη
Ο. Rol'e to I. W. Mason, dated St· ··.
η
recorded. Book 261, Page 18, of

Chapman of Bethel to William W. Μ 1
In a deed from December 23nl, 1875, recorded In ot:
tiy. April 11th, 187H, Book 174, Pace
Also land described In a quit-claim d
S. Stowe to William W. Ma·
Which deed and record Andrew
recomed, Book >t,
for a more particular dc- Augus; 13th, 1885,

PTKli^"and°<le.crlbed
Mighlll Mason
^^^ed^s^wcordi,
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records, Book '230, Page 3·.ΐ; deed from Htrau
M. Cox to William W. Mason, dat t v.;
<a
lt92, recorded In said record», Βοι
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STORAGE,

up the white flag.
Meantime the Furor and Tluton
One of them
were In dire trouble.
was struck early In the action by a
twelve inch shell. The yachts Gloucester and Hist ran at the two torpedo
boats, pelting them from rapid fire

Tallin

_

257. To all of these deetls ami reeor
-sme
reference Is made for a more partlcu# '.eteriD
tlon.
A parcel of land situated In the Town >f r,jS.
bury.deeded to I. W. Mason, Hen·,. Ma„,0
p.». »
Fraik Mason and Sarah Mason, by
iiartlen
by tils deed of warrant* dated Λ u. .-i ιχυ
1892, reconled In Oxford Registry <■> Heeds'
M.
Bool: -230,
Λ parcel of land situated In the 1' w „r rvX
bury, deeded to I. W. Ma-on, Km
Mason
Herman Macon and Sarah W. Masor ,.y
u|
Philbrook et ale by their deed ot ν ,Ttnt7
dated August 9th, 1892, recorded !n ox?.,rd ijf.
ο.
lstry of Deeds, Book 230, Pane 41» or is
Also certain parcels of land situa:· In the
town of Andover, County of Oxford a
-uteof
Maine, known as the Howard and A1 it |in,i
λ ;,
in Oxford Registry of Deeds, Book -19, Page 80». being* the same premises conveyed t
W. Mason bv Preston C. Howard an I I; rv m.
Abbott by deed dated October 7, !■>r·!»-1
in Oxfonl County Registry, Book :·ι.,
Also certain land situate In the Towti f Mer!
.·
Ico, Id said Oxford County, known aReed
: w
Farm, and l>elng the same premlce* r.
I. Wallace Mason et al by Lydia ,\ r. t, t,y
it
deed dated August 15th. fa'i,
-il.l
Oxford Registry, Book 230, Page 'M
Also a certain parcel of land sit,·
tlx
Town of Grafton, In said oxford <
.:D/
the same premises of which Wll lain >\ M&-00
■lied seized and possessed, ami
tl
te.
scribîd in a deed to said William W M uon
fro-n W. W. Edwards, dated Aug. Γ·ιι.
τ<·1
lleul··
.fc
fjmntv belnK lot numbered one (1) In Range coriUdlnsald Oxford County
.i ;r,e
(11) of the lot, ami range. ,n 223, Page85, and H. A. Edwards, wt
lath, 1891, recorded In sûd Oxfoi
the Town ot Roxbury Inι sa «I
.my
Registry, Book 22;l, Page 31.
Also lots 8, 9 and 10 In Range 4, '·>tlc
Dep. Sheriff, Oxford County.
Bang* 3, lot 5 in Range 8, and lot 11 i ILin^
1. all in the Town of Roxbury In
·\(·τΊ
n
Couni.y, and beln* the same lots of la
the sild William W. Maton died
.ml
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prone to believe that man has no intuition, tbat he is not susceptible to
psychical influence. She bas believed it
man; tiroes to her own undoing. A man
is annoyed, if he finds his wife working
about the kitchen in a discarded dinner
dress; he is likewise annoyed, if she guns and driving them ashore.
Now the Colon, alone of the flying
cemes to his dinner table looking like a
servant. Nevertheless he may be and fioet, remained afloat. She was steamprobably is quite ignorant of the cause ing away westward at top speed, the
of his annoyauce."
Americans trailing in her wake and
"That is because man for generations
shot after shot at the flying
has been the business head and the war- Bending
The New York by this time
the hulk.
rior of the family," expounded
Scientist. "He undertands the methods had come up and joined in the hunt.
and the necessities of proper equipment. At 1:20 p. m„ having run nearly sixt.\
He would not go shooting for duck with miles the battered, sinking Colon suran elephant gun."
rendered and turned her prow shore"At the same time woman is the more
ward. The fight was over.
conventionalities
the
about
punctilious
The whole Spanish fleet was capof dress," contended the Epicurean.
The battle had cost
"But conventionalities are many times tured or sunk.
said our navy just one life, that of Chief
the creatures of her own

Read

1 without a bed.
When In.my bed I'm never at rest;
When out of It I'm always a pest.
Burdens 1 have, some heavy, some light.
Ofttimes they pass quickly out of sight.
Like Father Time, as 1 run my race
Onward ray course 1 never retrace.
am

!

ρ·"·"!»' '·Λ® t

at'l^'^^^tjo^·

But swiftly as the rush for freedom
was made the Yankee guns were still
quicker. Ship after ship opened fire
on the enemy. As the range was fouud
the projectiles poured in still faster

Spanish flagship

—

;=taatl5

United States, loeated at lortumi,
County of Cumberland.
of Uorham In the Couinty

Pluton and Furor.

shoreward.
not wish his w,e
The Oquendo was next to succumb.
to dress line a nursery maid, protested
She was beached, a blazing wreck,
the Epicurean.

closure.
The beheaded letters will spell the
name of a great Italiau sculptor.

MAINE.

Keep
anything

a
0

■ome*h"jBt,f'

1 have a
Nor ever

When in want of

Sage

50c.

County^aforeMid.

STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF OXFORD, 8».
May 3rd, A. D. 1010.
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7. Behead a large basin and leave to
assert.
8. Behead a frolic aud leave an ani-ieut ship.
9. Behead unclosed aud leave an in-

Protects'

RIPLEY,

F.

PARIS.

the

and with more terrible accuracy.
with school children clamonng for at
One of the Spanish cruisers caught
Then a
fire from η bursting shell.
Iowa struck
vaguely although be does not analyze twelve inctr shell from the
After the smoke of the
the Teresa.
the emotion, that tbere is
adequate about the appearance of the explosion cleared away the burning
woman who faces him, my lady of the
was seen staggering

emaciated.

hear from you.

PERLEY

true," agreed

eometimes makes the

Ï.'Ibreab'a.,,

erage.
2. Behead a fruit aud leave to roam.
3. Behead close and leave part of the
head.
4. Behead to degrade and leave part
of a column.
6. Behead said and leave venerable.
6. Behead a kind of wood aud leave

FIDELITY BONDS.

When you need
I will be glad

^comfortable,

the^most

No. 950.—Beheadings.
1. Behend a valley and leave a bev-

PUBLIC

AND

AND

new

attractive sod becoffliD^. W
new clothing ehe donned came a new
intoreet in life, a new self respect, and
gbe is rapidly becoming one of

—

well

William Tell Flour

the United States fleet were lying
from 4,000 to (5,000 yards off shore.
They were the battleships Iowa, Oregou, Texas and Indiana, the cruiser
(Schley's flagship) Brooklyn, the "converted yachts" Gloucester and Hist
and the torpedo boat destroyer Vixen.
From within the concealed harbor a
curl of smoke rose. It was this that
had warned the Iowa's lookout. The
shore batteries of Secapa opeued sudden fire on the blockaders. The gray
nose of a warship poked into sight at
the harbor's mouth. Out into the open
darted Cervera's flagship, the Teresa.
The Oquendo followed, then the Colon
aud Vizcaya and five minutes later the

her and clothed her in gar-

ments, not only

Knf

35c.
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lair
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down
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''Why not, at least, while she is performIn this puzzle the words are picing the duties of one? What could be
tured lustead of described. There are more suitable, serviceable or becoming
than a plain cotton boueegown and spotas many letters In each word as ad
less white apron? Our educated helpers
solved
When
Its
rightly
picture.
join
and trained nurses bave changed this
and placed in numerical order they
same costume from a badge of servitude
will spell a wise saying.
Women are
to an insignia of rank.

AUTOMOBILE.
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ence
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want flour that never fails—that makes the
most bread to the sack—that serves every
baking need.
So they use nothing but William Tell
Flour—and have "good luck" every day
they bake.
For William Tell bread is a marvel of
lightness—its cake melts in your mouth—
its pastry makes the cook famous.
One sack will prove itself—order today.

ship New York early on the morning
of Sunday, July 3, 1S98. for a confer-

d^lutgaBmrwould

INSURANCE.
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your children
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Economical Housewives

Within were Cervera's four powerful cruisers—the Almirante Oquendo, Vizcaya, Cristobal
Colon and Infanta Maria Teresa-and
his two torpedo boat destroyers, the
The American
Furor and Tluton.
watches a rathole.

render were under way; hence Cervera's one chance lay in a dash for
Outside
the safety of the open sea.
the harbor lay a larger, stronger fleet
than his own. waiting to dostroy him.
Admiral Sampson, commanding the
blockade, steamed away in his flag-

her
thelr

of«
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un!

Krv°y!Adiss

days watched the narrow
opening of Santiago harbor as a cat
for

had
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strictest care.

.DR. J. P. TRUC A COM

with General Shatter some miles
the coast, leaving Commodore
Schley in command of the squadron.
It was about 0:30 a. m. that the Sunriri -bo bad entered a cla.s ball clad,
quiet was broken by news of the
day
»ere
book.
diuhereled and dirty. Ber
The vessels of
attempt at escape.
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garments
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Standard Oil Company

FIRE,

"whether the
wore in any way

Sold by all draggiêtê

sea fight was beginning.
The United
States squadron

troops held the heights about Santiago,
and negotiations for the town's sur-

She replied without nest
aUon
hey did and that, moreover
which she wore affected
he
their echolarehip. She explained that
she had one particularly becoming and

Every '!«*!« «·τ*γτ where; If not at yoors, writ·
tor Descriptive Circular tu the cearcst a^euc y of lbs
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him that a white woolen

scholarship.

IL

Why? Because The New Perfection
Oil Cook-Stove is scientifically and
practically perfect. You cannot use
too much wick—it is automatically
controlled. You get the maximum heat
—no smoke. The burner is simple. One
wipe with a cloth cleans it—consequently there is no smell.
The New Perfection Oil Cook-Stovo
is wonderful for year-round use, but
especially in summer. Its heat operates upward to pan, pot, or kettle, but
not beyond or around.
It is useless
for heating a room.
It has s Cabinet Top with shelf
for keeping plates and food hot.
It has long turquoise-blue enamel
chimneys. The nickel finish, with the
bright blue of the chimneys, makes
the stove ornamental and attractive.
Made with 1, 2 and 3 burners; the 2
and 3-burner stoves can be had with
or without Cabinet.

Ciotionarv Note : Be it
you get thia stove—see
the
that
name-plate
rcavla "New Perfection.**

explained to

the Saee

When you're my first, so are others too;
My next, a person, can't be you;
My third, a very tiny word.
In every sentence will be heard;

the discomfort of cooking. Apply a match and
immediately the stove is ready. Instantly an intense heat is projected upwards against the pot, pan, kettle or boiler, and yet there
is no surrounding heat—no smell —no smoke.

Tister

my
?ô task fo? clothing the child improperly.

"•.iî'ïï^oolW.b.ro.»,»^

No. 948.—Charades.
L
My first Is the name of a boy;
My next never do If you'd enjoy;
My third may be 1, but can't be you;
My last a note sometimes hard to get
true;
My whole a name for a singing bird
In romance and poetry often heard.

entirely removes
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'Keeps you and

following
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medicinal value and absolute freedom from
properties or impurities. The com-

pounding is done with the

"gl

and record reference 1· made for it ι,10~ Γ1
tlcular deacrlptlon.
Alao all the lande In the Town of Brrnh ■
•aid County, described In the
,ul,
via:—Deed from Abigail J. Uodsdon u.
W. Mason, dated June 12th, 1*ν}. Γρ.·0γ1μ
Book 217. Page fiftt; deed from Charles ρ ι, '8
lettre William W. Mason dated Jsnu&r»
1880, recorded In said records. Book ri >,
320; deed from Charles P. Bartlettto
»
Mason dated August 30, 1«90, recorded
464. Ile*, π In* m
In Range 11 and lot 5. Range », in records, Book île,
described In said
cold by sal··. Wn
w
Maaon, to which deeds and records „'f
reference la made for a more particular ilescrtn'
^
don
Also all the lands In the Town of Roxborv in
said County, described In the follow^*
two parcels of land «United In the
via:—Deed from William O. Mitchell t Wn
Oxford
County
W. Maeon, dated February 17th. !>:«/, recoMt/l
In said record*, Book 221, Page .Ki, .iced fr.,m
Octavia I. Edmunda to William w
m.,ob
dated May 16th, 1890, recorded In siid rvconi.'
Book 221, Page 575; deed from P. M I. tmua il
«corde,
In Oxford
In the to William W. Mrson, datM May I th
conled In said records. Book 221.I'.vv
and
V.
from Charles (I. t'bllbrook to Wilt,;, \v'.
son, dated May 1Mb, Is-JO, recoMed in uu
records, Book *216, l'aee 334; deed fr
1894, and recorded In Oxford KW«ry
Uoodbout to William W. Mason, dit. a uni»
21st, 1889, reconled In said record», It ^ ><i
'V
Page 75; deed from Scwall Ooir
Mason, dated May 30tb, 1892, record.··! ;n iju
»

Every ingredient in True's Elixir is selected for

Sreat
eleterious

■

lhe

«ST*,^
i'.#
Und^

w^MwiW.datod An*.
Fjje
ta'ttldOxford^u^Be^.Book»;
fc£8S& ft ■*■"* Book
"aM**. β and 10 in R»n«OoU8 and β In

—

epoch making

jajseafiSSM

erwise he ought to be thrown Into the We
water with the 6. 6. 7, 8. 9 and other
aquatic fowls.
When placed one below the other in
the order here given the five words to
be supplied will form a word square.

warn-

tion!" flashed to
the whole blockading fleet. An

wtatyr," °°?4™"L' °
"Mv sister and I were made

borne lut

died selaM aad

Λ
Why? Because it keeps bodilyfunctions healthy
and active. Take it for that foe of health- constipation. It relieves biliousness; restores lost appetite;
strengthens a weak stomach ; steadies tired nerves ;
gives a clear head and an optimistic outlook to anyone, and everyone, who takes it It's been in use
three generations and more people use it to-day
do you wonder ?
than ever before

ing when the
signal "Clear
ships for ac-

d

reeervin»

ÎbUmeprem^otwhtoh
j^'ÎJ S?Aii-n,

Ïouthful
appy old age.

of

had scarcely
shouted this long

expected

Tvinot

Makes a sturdy boy of a healthy
baby ; helps the boy onward into athletic
youth: builds strong, virile manhood on
vigor and crowns a long life with

are

particular de*crlptlon;

•old to A.N. Stowe and Francl? ΛΚ?ί
In the deed· dated Aug. isth, IM, and April
AU the land deêcrlbed In a deed fro»
Blâbeeto William W. Mason of
WWtom
rÏÎ
Plantation, fn said Coonty, dated Nov lUh u!7
ψ, Huon from reconled In Book 189, Page lie, to which 3

Oxford Beglrtry.

oTMusna net.

the harbor!"
The lookout on
the cruiser Iowa

tb.

onoe"took

ir·!

Cer·

HE Spaniards
coming out

r^ uwoo;

ο!

—

Albeit Papon Terhune

Fnicurean.
to wear colored woolen dresses during
winter, from the time we could first

My last, a hilly peak, will stand
Conspicuous In old Scotland.
My whole, a tighter once renowned.
In sculpture now Is only found.
Youth's Companion.

Oil Cook-stove

By

·**££»îïïSfSTe·»
«bera
„.7uU, riliaa .a«t αρο»-ι;

oar

My whole a grateful country gives to old
and brave.
The men who fought and suffered much
Its life to save

«ί·

^ is,'■ r·1""* i

decision

once

fleet

in

War
vera's Fleet.

BHWM
O^^â^'wnuST'MÎSS

Τ RUE'S
EL IX

The Wars of
Our Country.

Stow· to William W. Muon. dttsd i,J:
187(s recorded In Book 172, P»Re 1m
» J*,
dcîd *nd record reference I» made fôr » ^

SHERIFF'S SALE.

April,

_

STAT Κ ΟΓ MAINE.

COUNTY OF OXFORD,

es.:

I
May 3r<!, \ !·
*
Taken this third day of Mav, A. l> 1 :
«
D.
I
of
ecutlon dated the fourteenth day
the
lltio, Isiued on a judgment render
r:. I,
Superlcr Court for the county of Cl
tir-t
at the term thereof begun and he'·! ο
the
ν
A.
to
I).
of
March.
Tuesday
1910,
In
fa
fourth <iay of April, A. I). 1910,
Chapmun National B;nk, a natlor
f
association lex lly existing under t
the United Slitn, located at Port si
M
1·
analn-!
of
Cumberland,
County
"·
of Boston, In the County of Suffolk ·'
wealth )f Ma«saehusett«, for the
>r·
f·
Thousaad Three Hundred Seventy
*'·'!
and ninety one cents, debt or dama;
«
-rt
he sold at public auction, at the < ■■.
House In tne Town of Paris in «aid Cou
Oxford, to the highest bidder, on tl
'■
•lay of -'une, Λ. U. 1910. at ten o'c
teen minute* In the forenoon,
and
described real estate ami all the rlu-i.'.
Interest which the said Frank Uu
>f
ha·'In and to the same on the ■«
August, A. D. lflO0, at twelve o'( ο
the
time
minutée in the afternoon,
-nit.
same wte attached on the writ In the
to wit :
The following described pieces and
land, situate In the Town of Bethel, <
Oxford itnd State of Maine, Inherit''
Ί«·
the late William W. Mason of said l'<1
ceased, viz
.11.
All the land described In a deed from Κ
Mason and Ayers Mason to William W. Mas n,
dated May 11th, 1885, recorded In <»\f >γ·ι t unir
to vM
records, Itook I1L Pa*»c
.'.ir
record rjference Is made for a more
desert pt'on.
tt-ejr
I.
a
deed
In
All thi.t land described
*th,
K. Swift to William W. Mason, dat···!
I'm*
1875, recorded In said records, Hook·'··1
f a
Si»; alM» same property described In
v
n,
Betsey K. Swift, Uuardlan, to s.t!·!
'·.
dated Sept. 6th, 1875, recorded In sa!
I
Hook 169, Pages 527 and 528, to wh'rh
record o f same reference le made Γ
■>

»

particular description.

if ^
''·Ί
'!r<

Also all the land described In a !··<■
Mlghlll Mason to William W. Ma- ·ι..
January 24th, 1H73, recorded In sal
Book 187,Pago 168, to which e'eed ai
reference Is made for a more particular

dp·

tlon.
the
Also certain parcels of land situate
Town of Albany, In said Oxford Count
Λ·
All the land described In a deed from
;r
Plngree to William W. Mason, dated
1'··
I!·
In
said
recorded
records,
1873,
3rd,
Page 6.
",Γ·ί
Also all the land described In the (
ΙΓ·
deed of land in Newry, In said Oxford <
viz .-—Deed from Andrew N. Stowe an·! M· via
Stowe to William W. Mason, dated J··"'
1875, recorded In Hook 172, Page U4. t" *!drl>
ilced and record reference Is ma le foi
particular description; reserving the ;.iree.»
■·»
soi l to A N. Stowe and Francis C.
<lee«ls dated Aug. 13th, 1885, ami April ! t' '"v
AH the'and described In a deed froi:. « alvlo
Blabee to William W. Mason of Ian I l" IU *S
IB"·
Piantatloi, In said County, ilated Ν
* vfl
1888, recorded In Book 189, Page 116,
mow
deed and record reference Is made for
■>

'·/

particular description.

Also all the lands In the Town of κ
said County, described In the following '··'··
J. Hodsdon to Wl1'*1"
viz:— Deed from
*"·' !D
W. Mason, dated June 12th, 1888, rr·
Book 217, Page 504; deed from Charles Γ. 'urt
lett
William W. Mason dated Janinry *<!>■

Abigail

■

|to
1'»^
18!*), recorded In said records, Hook
320; deed from Charles P. Hartlett t·*» Willi»·
"'
m
ι
W. S.ason dated Aug.20th, I8U0. record·
J
records, Book 218, I'age 464. Reserving***»·{
1"
lands described In said deeds, sold
William W. Mason, to which deeds an
of same reference Is made for a more paru.'
description.
1°
Also all ;ho lands In the Town of Roxburv.
snldCounty, descrllmd In the following !·«;"·

viz
Deet. from William O. Mitchell to Wii 1*ι»
W. Mason, dated February 17th, is», re.-nrded
In said records, Hook 221, Page 3s3; dc·
Masoo,
Octavla I. Kdmumt· to William W

deed from Charles H.

Pblibrook to

WlllUm

*

'i''1

Mason, dated May 16th, 1890, recorded In ••
records, Btok 218, Page 334; deed from .'• Γ1'
Ooodbout to William W. Mason, datC'i Λ"*Μ,
21. 1889, recorded in said records. Bonk --(·
«■
Page 75; deed from Sewall Goff to William
Mason, daied May 30, 1892, recorded 'n,
Blra·
reconls, Bcok 230, Page 236; deed from

JA
M. Cox to William W. Mason, dated Mt»
1892, recorded In aald records, Book 223.
257. To all of theee deeds and records of
reference It made for a more particular di-^np
ι1οη·
II,»
»
I'1
A parcel »f land situated In the Town of
awn,
bury, dcetliyl to I. W. Mason, Herman M
Frank Mason and Sarah Mason, by C I
i*
lett by bla deed of warranty, dated Augu»t
Λ·
In

18»>, recorded

Ϊ parcel of land

Oxford Keglstry,

situated In the Town of
Maw»·
burv, deeded t·» 1. W. Mason, Frank
·'
Herman Miiaon and Sarah Mason, bv C.
of
Phllbrook H ale. by their dee«l
/
κ »·
date·! Angu*t9,1892, reconle·! In Oxford
Istry, Book i30, Page 448 or 443.
ϊτ···
Also all the pine trees no·» standing and
Ing on land described In a .'feed from Almlr»» :
Harding to Charles P. Burtotand William
Mason, dated July 25, 1880, recorded in
reconls, Book 188, PtLre 2u2; said land '"''"i
situate In Andover, In said Connty; t·»
nw"
deed and re<«r<l reference Is ma<lc for a
particular descrlpt \η.
said
In
Alsocerta:.n reVite situated
Vumbered one (I) In "*rf!
County and bell
rang·-·*
numbered βίητι
|>f the lots and County·
the Town of Ρ
γ eald Oxford
« Al
KLXIOTT,
L.
HP»
HEX.
9·**Qxfotd CountJ·
,v

-

λ

N

û

